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Welcome to the
SICTIC Investment
Report 2021
By Anca Albu, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Swiss ICT Investor Club (SICTIC)
We proudly present the third edition of the SICTIC
Investment Report, which covers the investment activity of
the Swiss ICT Investment Club (SICTIC) during the year 2020.
Despite the pandemic making it hard to meet people face to
face, SICTIC’s investor community continued to grow
significantly and reached 427 investors by year’s end.

With 80 investment rounds closed in 2020 compared
to 51 in 2019, SICTIC also registered a new record in
funding activities. SICTIC financing rounds amount to
26% of the total 304 Swiss startups financing rounds
reported in 2020. Because of that, it comes as no
surprise that we now have 13 Preferred Co-Investors,
which are venture capital funds, family offices or
corporate ventures that invest alongside our angel
Number of SICTIC
investors. One special mention of 2020 is that the
Investment
Rounds
well-known Silicon Valley investor Andreessen
Horowitz led its first seed round in a European startup by funding the Swiss cloud
computing company Optimyze Cloud alongside a SICTIC Investor!
Despite the difficult conditions, SICTIC stayed true to its core mission of matchmaking
the best early-stage Swiss tech startups with smart-money investors.
The pandemic needed our operations team’s flexibility.
We moved our pitching events online and supported the Swiss startup ecosystem by
publishing the Swiss Startup Coronavirus Survival Cheat Sheet in mid-March 2020.
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We also updated the startup application form to accommodate follow-on rounds caused
by the COVID-19 hardships, resulting in the closing of 19 follow-on rounds by startups
in the SICTIC Startup Portfolio.
Switzerland holds the top position in the Global Innovation Index for the 10th year in a
row. According to The Performance of Spin-Off Companies at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology Zurich recent study, Swiss startups' failure rate is much lower than in the
US, with 92.9% ETH spin-offs still active five years after their incorporation and 85.7%
still active ten years later.
SICTIC Investors have reported 203 funding rounds
from 2016 to 2020. Our investors and subsequent
growth investors’ cumulative total invested capital in
SICTIC portfolio startups surpassed CHF 1 billion by
the end of 2020.
To maintain the healthy growth of the Swiss startup
ecosystem, we believe that it is crucial to have enough
active business angels that support early-stage startups
financially and with a business network, entrepreneurial
experience, and knowledge.

>1B
CHF

To bring more smart-money investors into the ecosystem, we
launched the SICTIC Academy, a new educational program providing various learning resources for founders and business angels.

>203
Reported
funding
rounds

Overall, SICTIC showed strong growth in 2020 despite the special conditions imposed
by the COVID-19 pandemic. I would like to extend a warm thank you to the SICTIC
Investor Community, Preferred Co-Investors, Board Members, Volunteers, Network
and Event Partners, and especially to our Annual Partners for their fantastic support
and for helping us achieve our mission of shaping the future!
We invite you to read an overview of SICTIC Investors’ investments in 2020 and articles
presenting several key aspects of angel investing. Do you want to create great memories
and strive for success while supporting high potential founders?
Start investing in Swiss startups by joining the SICTIC Investor Community.

Kind regards,
Anca Albu, CEO, Swiss ICT Investor Club (SICTIC)
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About
Swiss ICT Investor Club (SICTIC) connects smart-money
investors to Swiss seed and early-stage tech startups.
SICTIC is a non-profit association, which has a
strong angel investor community and organizes
the deal flow and matchmaking of startups and
investors online and at pitching events.
We have offices in Zürich, Lausanne and Ticino.

Our Mission
Our mission is to shape the investor and startup
ecosystem in all of Switzerland by growing the quantity
and quality of Swiss early-stage startup investments. We
are committed to help Swiss tech startups succeed and
herewith create new jobs and contribute to Switzerland’s
economic development. We help private individuals
to become angel investors by providing high-quality
tech startup deals, an angel investor community, and
educational resources.
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The Swiss VC Ecosystem:
Picking Up, Strengthening
Ties & Looking Abroad
(and Onwards)
by Alex Stöckl, Partner Wingman

Believe it or not – the best is yet to come, as the Swiss startup
ecosystem is only getting started.
While the continuous increase in startup investments and
business angel activity has received (and deservedly so) plenty of
public attention in the past few years, the simultaneous uptake in
venture capital, and thus professionalized follow-on investment
activity, in the Swiss startup ecosystem has happened with only
a few taking notice. Providing larger rounds and sometimes
offering access to the international investor community is the
very starting point of a much larger wave of VC funding and thus
success stories for the Swiss startup ecosystem. I observed this positive development from the
community’s very heart, having co-founded Wingman Ventures (wingman.ch) in 2018 and having
hosted the SwissVC community (swiss-vc.ch) since 2015. I am happily sharing my observations
on which I base this enthusiasm for the Swiss startup ecosystem’s future.

From where I stand, there are four good reasons why the Swiss VC ecosystem is paving the
way for an even more competitive Swiss startup ecosystem in the European tech context in the
coming decade:

There are many new kids on the block to mix up the scene.
In the past two years, many new players have emerged in the Swiss venture capital
community – new venture capital funds, new entrepreneurial teams of super angels, and
new corporate venture funding offerings. Several of these new players have successfully
raised their first funds in 2020 – among others, Seed X Liechtenstein, EquityPitcher, Spicehaus
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Partners and Übermorgen Ventures – all of which invest at Seed and Series A stage. Our very
own Wingman Ventures fundraiser successfully concluded in 2020, with a CHF 80m pre-seed
fund, thus Europe’s largest first-fund of its kind. A new breed of investor has also popped
up in the Swiss ecosystem, with the likes of DART Labs (deeptech), FORM (healthtech) or
Tomahawk.VC (global first) offering entrepreneurially-led Micro-VC investing. Lastly, the
corporate community has also ramped up its investment efforts, with the likes of Avaloq
Ventures, UBS Next, Sanitas Ventures and CSS’s SwissHealth Ventures – also facilitated by
Berlin-based Redstone’s Swiss expansion efforts.
Having more players results in more capital for Swiss startups and thus increased chances for
local entrepreneurs to prove themselves in the European startup playing field.

Swiss-based venture capital funds are more frequently co-writing international
success stories.
The startup ecosystem is maturing and writing its bigger
success stories (GetYourGuide, WeFox, Climeworks,
etc.), and so is the Swiss venture capital ecosystem.
Established funds like Redalpine were early investors in
European fintech unicorn N26, German success story Taxfix,
founded by a Swiss entrepreneur, or Swisscom Ventures,
co-investing with funds like Sapphire Ventures in US-based
Fastly and Balderton Capital in Paris-based Aircall. Even from
a geographic footprint point of view, the established Swiss
venture capital investors have left a mark in the European
ecosystem, with BtoV Partners now managing several funds
in Berlin, Munich, and its home turf St. Gallen, and Verve
Ventures (formerly Investiere.ch) having opened offices in
Berlin and Paris. A more international presence and activity of
Swiss venture capital funds lead to stronger ties to the rest of
the European ecosystem and thus better access to follow-on
funding, talent and especially experiences of global success stories.

The international venture capital community starts looking more curiously at
the Swiss startup ecosystem.
While it isn’t real news that the Swiss startup ecosystem is occasionally on the map
of larger European venture capital funds, with the country’s biggest success stories
like GetYourGuide and WeFox having attracted significant global venture funding,
there is a clear trend that this isn’t exclusive anymore to the very outliers, but is becoming
a pattern. In the past year or two, several international top VCs have invested in Swiss tech
startups at various stages: with micro and angel VCs like London-based Seedcamp, Berlinbased AngelInvest Ventures and US-based Tiny.VC co-investing alongside Swiss venture funds
in companies like Certifaction and DePoly and well-known value-adding seed funds like Berlinbased La Famiglia VC and Munich-based Senovo leading rounds of companies like Archlet, the
radiance of the Swiss startup ecosystem in Europe’s VC community has gone well beyond its
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unicorns. But especially at a later, Series A and Series B stage, recent investments of funds like
GV (Google Ventures), Atomico & Salesforce Ventures in Zurich-based Scandit, Partech, Eight
Roads Ventures & AlbionVC in Zurich-based Oviva and EQT Ventures & Blossom Capital in
St. Gallen-based Frontify, showcase the interest Swiss startups manage to attract amongst
these leading international venture funds nowadays. While one could argue that international
investment isn’t an achievement per se, the side-effect of access to more internationalization
experience, cross-country talent pools and the ambitions that come from working with some
of the leading investors, certainly is a positive spillover to the ecosystem as a whole.

The SwissVC network is maximizing exchange amongst local and
international VCs, increasing the odds of Swiss startups receiving funding.
Since 2015, the SwissVC network has been working towards making the Swiss startup
ecosystem more efficient by strengthening ties between local and international
investors, providing best practice inspirations and a platform for networking amongst
investment professionals. Having grown from 20 to more than 150 members in recent years,
this community is well-positioned to measure the pulse of the Swiss venture capital scene –
more and more interest has been placed from abroad as well, with the likes of Accel, Atomico,
BlueYard Capital, Digital+ Partners, DN Capital, Fly Ventures, Hedosophia, Index Ventures,
Lakestar and Speedinvest having become members of the network and participating in its
activities. The grassroots initiative is managed by its very members and actively contributes to
a stronger community amongst venture capital investors – a basic prerequisite for an efficient
investment ecosystem allowing for founders to efficiently find the right investors for their
financing rounds.
In summary, my enthusiasm is hard to hide.
Judging from the outlined dynamics and the wave of venture capital interest for Swiss ventures,
the Swiss startup ecosystem is only now starting to write its biggest success stories.
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Effectuation Principles:
A Theory For Entrepreneurs
by Dr. Alain Dargham, SICTIC Board Member

Many of the established and successful companies that we
know have amazing stories about their origins.
In the beginning, Sony, who started by repairing war-damaged
radios after World War II, decided to produce an electric rice
cooker. Why? Because originally clients would pay for radio
repairs with rice, in addition to the normal service fee.
The experiment was a failure, but this didn’t prevent the company
from becoming the successful multinational we all know.
The purpose of this article is to explain how entrepreneurs
like Sony’s founders make decisions, in particular when facing uncertainty, according
to Professor Sara Sarasvathy’s theory of Effectuation (2001), as explained in her book
“Effectuation: Elements of Entrepreneurial Expertise”.

Entrepreneurship is vital for economic growth
In economics, the factors of production are what is necessary for the production of goods
or services to make a profit. Classical economists divided them into three categories: land,
labor and capital. Accordingly, a product or service should cost no more and no less than
the prices paid for those three factors. Therefore, in an open, efficient market where supply
and demand are in sync with each other, “profit” should equal zero.
In 1921, the economist Frank Knight challenged the classical theory and argued that
human capital (which includes entrepreneurship) should be considered a fourth factor of
production. Entrepreneurs should be considered necessary for economic development
because demand and supply cannot always be known before new products or services are
produced and sold. Nonetheless, there is no assurance that they will indeed be bought at
a price above the cost of production. Knight argued that entrepreneurs would earn profits
as a return for putting up with uncertainty, which he defines as an event whose probability
cannot be known (as opposed to “risk”, which refers to a situation in which the probability
of an outcome can be determined).
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Dealing with uncertainty
In a nutshell, entrepreneurs are essential to economic development because:
•
•
•
•

They organize and put to use capital, labor and technology.
They explore new ideas.
They take risks.
But most of all, they put up with uncertainty.

When looking at ways to create value for a business, entrepreneurs have the choice between
ways of thinking: causal (or predictive) thinking and effectual thinking (or effectuation). Both
approaches are valid, as they solve different problems.
Causal thinking means setting a goal and then acquiring the resources needed to achieve it.
Causal thinkers believe that “if I can predict the future, I can control it.”
Effectuation unsettles traditional business planning and teaches another way of thinking.
According to this theory, it’s impossible to predict the future.
Effectual thinkers believe that “if I can control the future, I don’t need to predict it.”
Instead of predicting the future, Effectuation teaches you to build sufficient conditions for
success, given whatever conditions you already have. It’s the act of bringing things to action –
making things happen.
Knight identified three kinds of uncertainties:
The first is the known uncertainty, which is what
we normally call ‘risk’. When tossing a coin, for
instance, we don’t know the result in advance, but
we can predict it will be 50% head or 50% tail.

unknown
unknown
unknown

The second is the unknown uncertainty. This
scenario occurs when possible outcomes are
known, but corresponding probabilities cannot
be uniquely assessed. It is possible to predict an
outcome by calculating the odds within a certain
time, based on the history of the outcome.

The third kind of uncertainty is the unknown
unknown (unknowable). This happens when
possible outcomes are unknown. Therefore, it
is not possible to predict the outcomes.
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Science has provided tools such as statistics and finance theories to deal with the first two types
of uncertainty. However, these tools don’t get results when facing the unknown unknown.

How do entrepreneurs think?
Entrepreneurs constantly make decisions and take action. How do they do that? To answer
these questions, Dr Saras Sarasvathy conducted a study on 27 expert entrepreneurs, founders
of companies from $200M to $6.5B. She provided them with a 17-page problem set, with
typical decisions of a startup, and listened continuously to them thinking aloud. As a result,
she was able to find out not only what they decided, but also how they did it. This is how she
developed the widely-acclaimed framework known as “Effectuation”, which she defined as
“the logic of thinking used by expert entrepreneurs to build successful ventures”. Effectuation
is a process theory that explains the process that entrepreneurs use to create new ventures.

How can you control a future that you cannot predict?
The majority of us rely on the importance of investing in predictions, thinking that the more we
can predict the future, the more we can control it. Expert entrepreneurs flip this concept: they
have learned the hard way that the most interesting ventures are built in a space in which the
future is not only unknown, but unknowable. Those entrepreneurs prefer to shape the future,
rather than predict it.
How?
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The research revealed that they use the following five principles:
1. Start with your means.
Don’t wait for the perfect opportunity. Start taking action based on what you have readily
available: who you are, what you know, and who you know.
2. Set affordable losses.
Limit risk by spending only what you can afford to lose at each step.
3. Leverage contingencies.
Embrace bad news and surprises that arise from uncertain situations, and try to use them to
create new markets.
4. Form partnerships.
Collaborate with people and organizations willing to make a real commitment to jointly creating
the future – product, firm, market – with you. These are your self-selected stakeholders. Don’t
worry so much about competitive analysis and strategic planning.
5. Control the controllable.
By focusing on activities within their control, expert entrepreneurs know their actions will result
in the desired outcomes. Believe that the future is neither found nor predicted, but rather made.

Conclusion
Entrepreneurs are necessary for economic development because they think effectually. They
don’t waste their energies on predictions, because they believe human action can control the
future. Instead, they understand and work with the people who are engaged in the decisions
and undertake actions that bring them into existence.
If you are interested in learning more about the Effectuation theory, I highly recommend the
book “Effectuation: Elements of Entrepreneurial Expertise”, a practical guide to building an
entrepreneurial venture, driving growth and shaping the yet-to-be-made future.

						

						
						To quote the philosopher Nelson Goodman:
						

“All possible worlds lie within the actual one.”

						
Note: This article was first published on daacap.com/insights
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SICTIC Startup
Investments
Methodology
This SICTIC Investment Report uses data collected internally by SICTIC from SICTIC Investors and
pitching startups for the calendar years 2016-2020. The investment data was systematically collected
by SICTIC starting in 2017. To support our internal data and to provide a better overview of the
Swiss tech startup funding ecosystem as a whole, we have also referred to third-party sources —
notably the Swiss Venture Capital Report, and our media partner startupticker.ch.
SICTIC investment data includes only those funding rounds where investors and founders have
agreed to disclose funding and exits publicly. Since SICTIC Investors and startups are under no
legal obligation in Switzerland to report this data, and because some funding rounds are under nondisclosure agreements, the report does not represent all investment activity that took place. We
aggregated funding rounds that could not be disclosed individually. SICTIC Investors were, for the
most part, angel investors who invested directly into startups either as private individuals or, in a few
cases, through the company holding their startup shares.
The SICTIC Startup Portfolio includes all Swiss tech startups that have received funding from at least
one SICTIC Investor. Usually, the startups have received funding from several SICTIC Investors, and
some startups received funding from SICTIC Investors before they pitched at a SICTIC event. Also,
the SICTIC Startup Portfolio includes Swiss tech startups that pitched at an ICT Investor Day (held
from 2010-2014) and received funding from an investor who became a SICTIC Investor before 2018.
The term "portfolio" traditionally refers to investments that the owner of a portfolio holds. However,
SICTIC does not make any investments, nor does it hold any startup shares; the investing is done
directly by the SICTIC Investors. SICTIC does not run a fund or any other collective investment
vehicles, as we encourage angel investors to invest directly and actively look after their investments.
The following terms are essential in accurately interpreting the SICTIC investment data:
 SICTIC Investor: A person with a valid SICTIC Investor Agreement.
 Past SICTIC Investor: A person that used to have a valid SICTIC Investor Agreement.
 SICTIC Startup Pitch: A presentation made by a tech startup at a pitching event organised
or co-organised by SICTIC to get investment from SICTIC Investors.
 SICTIC Funding Round: A startup investment round closed with at least one SICTIC
Investor involved. It includes both equity and convertible note investments, as well as
SICTIC Follow-on Rounds.
 SICTIC Startup Portfolio: Includes all startups that closed a SICTIC Funding Round.
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 SICTIC Portfolio Startup: A single Swiss tech startup that closed a SICTIC Funding Round.
 Follow-on Round: An additional startup funding round closed by a SICTIC Portfolio
startup without the participation of SICTIC Investors.
 Total Invested Capital: The sum of capital raised by a startup from all investors since their
first “SICTIC Funding Round”.
 SICTIC Investment Contribution: The total amount of money invested by SICTIC Investors.
 Total SICTIC Investment Contribution per year: The aggregated amount of money
contributed by SICTIC Investors in all "SICTIC Funding Rounds" during a calendar year.
 Full Exit: All investors sold all their stakes in a startup.
 Partial Exit: Some investors sold stakes in a startup.
 Jobs Created by SICTIC Portfolio Startups: The cumulative number of jobs created by
SICTIC Portfolio startups.

SICTIC Investment Criteria and Focus

Core in Switzerland
The core startup team (i.e. decision makers) is based in Switzerland and works on the startup
project as their main activity.

ICT component
There must be a strong information and communication
technology (ICT) component
that allows to quickly scale up
the business.

5 M+ after 5 years

8M+2M

The startup must not be older
than five years (since incorporation), have a reasonable chance to
generate at least CHF 5M yearly
revenues within five years after
the investment.

The valuation of the startups
must not be higher than CHF 8M
and the current round size must
not be higher than CHF 2M.
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Equity sharing
The investment will be against
equity of a (possibly yet to be
founded) company registered
in Switzerland.

Application from
Founders
We only accept startup funding
applications directly from founders (and none from fundraisers).
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SICTIC Startup Investments
by Magda Tarasinska & Tanya Fröhlich

Strong
More than 50% of all early-stage financing rounds in tech companies in Switzerland
involved SICTIC Investors.
SICTIC Investors participated in 80 startup financing rounds of Swiss-based tech startups,
a 57% increase from the previous year.
Throughout Switzerland, there were a total of 304 financing rounds of Swiss tech startups, with
149 of them being early-stage rounds, as reported by the Swiss VC Report 2021 (startupticker.ch).
SICTIC Investors contributed to an impressive 54% of all early-stage investments, further
validating SICTIC’s vital role in the Swiss tech startup ecosystem.

54% 46%
SICTIC
Investment Rounds

Early-Stage Investment Rounds
of Swiss Tech Startups in 2020

Non-SICTIC
Early-Stage
Investment Rounds

Innovative
We support innovation by helping hundreds of
tech companies getting funded.
We drive it by facilitating founders’ access to
Smart Money.
Over the last five years, the SICTIC portfolio
of companies grew to 142 startups. Many of
them proved themselves already, counting nine
exits for SICTIC Investors and over CHF 1B of
capital invested in the portfolio companies.
In 2020, most SICTIC Investors’ investments
were in FinTech, Communication, Hardware
Tech and AI/ML.
FinTech startups closed 21.13% of the
investments, a slight increase from 18% in 2019.
We attribute many FinTech investments in part
to SICTIC’s flagship event, the Swiss Fintech
Investor Day, where 12 FinTech startups pitched
yearly to >250 investors.

21.1% Fintech

16.9% Other ICT

6.3% AI/ML

6.3% Communication
17
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SICTIC Funded Startups by Sector
LegalTech 0.7%
EduTech 0.7%
Recruiting/HR 2.1%
IoT 2.1%
Drones 2.1%
PropTech 2.8%
EnergyTech 2.8%
AdTech 2.8%
Cyber Security 3.5%
VR/AR 3.5%

21.1% Fintech

2020

HealthTech 3.5%
E-commerce 4.9%
TravelTech 4.9%
Internet Platform 4.9%

Captivating
More than 420 Individual Angels Investors and
13 Preferred Co-Investors make SICTIC one of
the biggest Angel Investors Club in Europe.
What makes us a unique player in the global
Angel Investment ecosystem is our communitydriven growth. We foster peer to peer learning
and strong support to everyone who sees Angel
Investing as part of their professional curriculum.
In 2020 we launched the SICTIC Academy,
an angel investing education program, to
enable all our investors to access a worldclass education. For our professional partners,
we provide a strong base of validated and
investment-ready tech companies.

SICTIC Investor
Community Growth
18

16.9% Other ICT
7.8% HardwareTech
6.3% Communication
6.3% AI/ML
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SICTIC Preferred Co-Investors
In 2018, the Swiss ICT Investor Club
(SICTIC) introduced a new membership
category called “Preferred Co-Investor”,
aimed at attracting Venture Capital (VC)
funds and Corporate Ventures to the
club and facilitating their investment
alongside SICTIC angel investors.
This new investor category allows SICTIC
to fund significantly larger seed rounds
for Swiss tech startups much faster.
Photo: ZKB & Tomahawk.VC join SICTIC as Preferred Co-Investors

Simultaneously, it de-risks the Preferred Co-Investors’ investment because angels have already
challenged the startup team and business case and decided to invest themselves.
SICTIC actively introduces their Preferred Co-Investors to the lead investors and the startup
founders, saving significant amounts of time in deal screening for the Preferred Co-Investors.

In 2020, SICTIC collaborated with the following Preferred Co-Investors:
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Trustworthy
We thank our 2020 annual partners
that trusted SICTIC to foster innovation
in Switzerland.

It's not only us who believe we need
to build an ecosystem for young tech
companies to enable them to flourish.
Angel investing is one of the most crucial
elements of that ecosystem. Together
with our partners who share the same
vision, we can grow stronger every year
and continue to make an impact.

Cornèrtrader, the online division of
Cornèr Bank Ltd., was created in 2012,
and it has shown a substantial growth
rate quickly, becoming one of the major
players in the Swiss online investments.
With its premises in Zurich, Geneva and
Lugano, it is providing its professional
service to investors located in all
Switzerland. Through its fully responsive
platform, investors and traders get
access to worldwide investments on
over 20'000 products included Equities,
CFDs, Commodities, Futures, Forex,
Options and Bonds. Cornèrtrader offers
the security of the most financially
sound bank in Switzerland, as confirmed
by The Banker's Top 1000 World Banks
ranking for the third consecutive year.
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digitalswitzerland is a Swiss-wide, multistakeholder initiative created from the
shared vision of its over 200 members
to strengthen Switzerland’s position as
a leading innovation hub. By engaging
government, business, academia and
the public, they create a platform to
lead Switzerland forward.

PostFinance is a leading Swiss financial
institution. Through corporate venturing,
PostFinance
identifies
promising
products, technologies and business
models early on, and offers startups the
option of a financial investment.
PostFinance prioritizes participations
in disruptive or highly specialized
startups that have a connection with its
core business.
Besides
its
investment
activities,
PostFinance also actively engages with
startups to evaluate partnerships and to
generate a true value add for both parties.
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Our lawyers and patent attorneys advise
in all matters relating to intellectual
property and information technology. We
support our clients in the definition and
implementation of their IP strategy and
develop legally and technically sustainable
solutions to complex legal issues. For
startups, we focus on protecting their
innovations worldwide at reasonable cost
in the framework of an IP roadmap.
RENTSCH PARTNER offers SICTIC startups certain special offers: info@sictic.ch

Acting as a local partner for over a century,
Vaudoise Assurances is one of Switzerland’s
top ten private insurance companies.
Founded in Lausanne in 1895, it is still
predominantly owned by a cooperative
society, Mutuelle Vaudoise. Financially
sound, the company is free to develop
independently with a long term view, for
the benefit of its 350,000 or so clients.

VISCHER is one of the leading Swiss
business law firms with offices in Zurich,
Basel and Geneva. They provide bestin-class legal advice to founders,
entrepreneurs, startups and investors.
Their clients benefit from their longstanding experience in working with
startups at all stages from first business
idea to exit. VISCHER makes it easy to
deal with their team, with a one-stop-shop
approach that includes legal experts from
all fields, available to advise you and your
team on all of your legal matters.

Walder Wyss is one of the most successful
Swiss commercial law firms with offices in
Zurich, Geneva, Berne, Basle, Lausanne
and Lugano. Our experienced start-up
desk makes our industry experience,
knowledge and expertise available to
founders, entrepreneurs, start-ups and
investors and supports them through all
phases from the sparking idea to the exit.

Photo: SICTIC Advisor Nina Reinhart moderating the73rd SICTIC Investor Day Zürich at Google Switzerland
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225

289

356

27

19

35
36

15

6
250 Investors
2018

331 Investors
2019

427 Investors
2020

Figure: Investor accounts by investor type. Professional Investors and Preferred Co-Investors may have
several accounts per same legal entity.

Impactful
We facilitated the creation of over 2500 new jobs in Switzerland.
The majority of SICTIC portfolio companies continue to create new jobs despite last year's
economic turmoil. Despite few sectors that suffered the most such as tourism that had to
reduce their workforce, others continue to grow overall, with over 300 new jobs created
last year alone.

2020
2019

Zürich 52,2%

44%

Vaud 15,2%

18%
16%

Zug

8,7%

Others 5,8%

Geneva 4,3%

BS 3,6%

SICTIC continues to grow and invest in all
regions of Switzerland.
While Zurich is still attracting the vast
majority of investments, we continue to
build a strong Angel Investors network in
other underrepresented areas, which is why
we have opened our Ticino office this year
in cooperation with AGIRE Foundation.

St Gallen 4,3%

Bern 2,9%

Schwyz 2,9%

Conscious
There are many ways to build an optimal investment portfolio. Sustainable
investing is at the heart of SICTIC Investors.
SICTIC wants to drive lasting and systematic change to the way investors are allocating
their resources. We continuously strive to educate our investors in building diversified
portfolios of investments to maximise positive return potential while also building trusting
relationships with the startup founders. We promote healthy, ethical investor-founder
relationships, focusing on smart money and increasing the chance of success.
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Fair & Honest

We conduct business in a fair
and honest way in all dealings
and in particular with the business seeking entrepreneurs and
among investors.

Transparency
Partnership
During due diligence and
thereafter, we communicate
transparently with all interested
investors. Key points (key terms,
timing, concerns, lead investor
name) are communicated to all
at the same time and manner.

Collaboration

We win together and treat
others the way we like to be
treated. Our behavior serves
to build trust among investors
involved and with the entrepreneurs. The race is long and
a positive sum game. Experienced investors and novice
investors support each other to
the extent of their possibilities.
All investors engaging in due
diligence actively support it.

Speed
To use efficiently the time,
goodwill and energy of the investors and entrepreneurs, and
for SICTIC credibility, investors
commit to doing all they can
so investment decisions are
reached in a reasonable time.

For the sake of simplicity and
fairness, no individual side
deals or subgroup deals at different terms are to be made.

Fee Disclosure
& Contract
All fees that are charged to the
investors and entrepreneurs
must be disclosed by the
member before any contract
is entered. This is to include
registration fees, success fees,
and fees for other services
provided by the member. The
contract must specify any fees
that are payable.

Partnership

We act as partners of the
entrepreneurs and co-investors supporting them to build
great businesses. We seek
alignment of interest among
all parties involved in the investment process.

Lead Investor
For each potential investment
with more than one investor
interested, a lead investor is
designated by the investors
themselves. Whether remunerated or not, the lead investor
responsibilities include:
– The main communication link
between investors and the startup;
– Coordination of the feedback of
interested investors in a consolidated way to the startup and vice versa;
– Upfront information to other
investors if (s)he intends to be remunerated for due diligence efforts
directly or indirectly.

Confidentiality

We will use the circulated
information solely for the
purpose of raising finance and
not to exploit it in any other
way. We will take all reasonable
precaution to keep information
confidential according to the
signed Agreement between
SICTIC and the investor.

Ethics

Members and startups will not
accept subscribed investment capital from unspecified sources.

Check out the SICTIC Code of Conduct to learn more about our guidelines for all SICTIC
Investors and tech startups looking for financing presented by SICTIC, intending to facilitate
trusting relationships and long-term partnerships.
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SICTIC Funded Startups by Canton
Geneva

Schwyz

7.1%

Zug

2.9%

9.5%

Bern

Others

11.9%

2018

Zürich

57.1%
Vaud

2.9%

Others

5.8%

Basel-Stadt

3.6%

14.3%

St. Gallen

4.3%

Geneva

4.0%

Bern

Geneva

4.0%

4.3%

Basel-Stadt

6.0%

Others

Zürich

6.0%

44.0%

2019

Zug

16.0%

2020

Zürich

52.2%

Zug

8.7%
Vaud

15.2%

Vaud

18.0%

Share of B2B / B2C / C2C Startups
C2C

2.1%
B2C

B2B2C 7.8%

18.8%

C2C 2.1%

2018

B2C 15.5%
B2B

79.2%

2020

B2C

21.1%

74.7% B2B

2019

B2B

78.9%
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Number of startups funded by SICTIC Investors in 2017: 20
Number of startups funded by SICTIC Investors in 2018: 42
Number of startups funded by SICTIC Investors in 2019: 51
Number of startups funded by SICTIC Investors in 2020: 80
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SICTIC Funded Startups by Sector
Big Data/Analytics 4.8%
IoT 4.8%

16.7% FinTech

Cyber Security 4.8%
Communication 4.8%
Recruiting/HR 7.1%
Internet Platform 7.1%

2018

11.9% Other ICT

9.5% E-Commerce

HardwareTech 9.5%
VR/AR 9.5%

9.5% AI/ML

VR/AR 4.0%
Recruiting/HR 4.0%
IoT 4.0%

26.0% Other ICT

E-commerce 4.0%
Big Data/Analytics 4.0%
HealthTech 4.0%

2019

HardwareTech 4.0%

18.0% Fintech

Cyber Security 6.0%

LegalTech 0.7%

14.0% Internet Platform

AI/ML 8.0%

EduTech 0.7%
Recruiting/HR 2.1%
IoT 2.1%
Drones 2.1%
PropTech 2.8%
EnergyTech 2.8%
AdTech 2.8%
Cyber Security 3.5%
VR/AR 3.5%
HealthTech 3.5%
E-commerce 4.9%
TravelTech 4.9%
Internet Platform 4.9%

21.1% Fintech

2020

16.9% Other ICT
7.8% HardwareTech
6.3% Communication
6.3% AI/ML

Other ICT includes AdvertisingTech, Communication, Digital Asset Management, Drones, EduTech, EnergyTech, LegalTech, TravelTech.
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SICTIC Startup Portfolio
The SICTIC Portfolio includes the startups that received investment from at least one SICTIC Investor
since their inception. By the end of 2020, the Portfolio contained 142 unique startups. The recurring
investments outline the importance of angel investors during the growth stage of a startup. The total
amount of funding raised by the SICTIC Startup Portfolio exceeds CHF 1B.
As SICTIC did not systematically collect investment data before 2017, we estimate the actual total
number of Swiss tech startups in our Portfolio to be above 150 startups.
Company Data
Logo

Startup Name
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Canton

First
SICTIC
invest.

Business
Model

Sector

Technology

3Brain AG

Brain computer interface

ZH

2016

B2B

HealthTech

Hardware

9T Labs AG

Making industry grade carbon fiber
composites accessible through 3D
printing.

ZH

2018

B2B

Hardware
tech

Hardware

Authena AG

Authena is a blockchain and IoT based
platform that revolutionizes how brands
protect their products, reputaion and
customers.

ZG

2019

B2B

IoT

Blockchain

Acodis AG
(Turicode)

Turicode turns any document into
structured data in just a few seconds.
Powered by Machine Learning.

ZH

2020

B2B

AI/ML

AI/ML

ADJOINT UK LTD

Secure, accurate multi-asset smart
contract template creation and analysis
platform for structured products, OTC
transactions, secured lending etc. on
distributed ledger technology built
for finance with the aim of reducing
processing costs and enabling new
business models for revenue generations.

abroad

2020

B2B

Fintech

Blockchain

Advaisor AG

Advaisor makes corporate culture
measurable.

ZH

2019

B2B

AI/ML

AI/ML

Agrinorm

Agrinorm is developing an AI-synergic
solution for grading fresh produce.

ZH

2020

B2B

AI/ML

Internet
platform

AIDONIC AG

AIDONIC is an online platform for
social fundraising and last mile aid
distribution technology, to ensure
transparency, traceability and
accountability in humanitarian aid and
development programs.

ZG

2019

C2C

FinTech

Blockchain

AirConsole (by
N-Dream AG)

AirConsole is a cloud-based multiplayer
game console that uses smartphones as
gamepads.

ZH

2019

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
platform

algrano AG

Algrano is an easy-to-use, multi-sided
platform that empowers producers to
market their products directly to the
processing industry.

ZH

2019

B2B

Internet
platform

Internet
platform

Amnis Treasury
Services AG

The simplest, fastest, and most
affordable international payment
platform for SMEs. Ever.

ZH

2020

B2B

FinTech

Internet
platform

Animatico

Animatico provides a solution for
retailers to improve their customer
experience by bringing brand characters
to life on their in-store displays.

ZH

2019

B2B

AI/ML

AI/ML
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Annanow Group AG

Annanow is an ecosystem for instant
deliveries; instant insurance and
instant payment are also included in
each transaction.

ZG

2018

B2B

FinTech

Internet
platform

Apiax AG

Transforming complex regulations into
easy-to-use digital compliance rules.

ZH

2017

B2B

FinTech

Internet
platform

Appentura AG

Pick a suprise activity as a gift and
Appentura will guide the receiver on his
smartphone to where it takes place.

BE

2019

B2B

Internet
platform

Internet
platform

Arbalo AG

Arbalo operates a universal marketplace
for cloud services. We consolidate
technology, licenses and contracts from
a broad range of suppliers offering fully
automated and transparent operations
with pay-as-you go billing.

ZH

2019

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
platform

Archlet AG

Empowering companies to make better
sourcing decisions faster.

ZH

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
platform

AZUM system AG

Azum is a unique planning and
monitoring software that takes ambitious
sports trainers and athletes to the next
level.

ZH

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
platform

BEAT Fitness SA

BEAT is Lausanne’s first pay-as-yougo fitness studio offering 45-minute
Spinning, HIIT and Yoga workouts.

VD

2017

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
platform

Beekeeper

Beekeeper is the only mobile
communication platform your workforce
will ever need. Schedule shifts, send
messages securely, and share files with
your employees with one easy-to-use app

abroad

2016

B2B

Communication

Internet
platform

Bionomous Sàrl

At Bionomous, we combine innovative
micro-engineering design and machine
learning methods to develop devices that
automatically inspect and sort miniature
biological entities to accelerate research.

VD

2020

B2C

Hardware

AI/ML

ClearSpace SA

ClearSpace designs agile satellites
able to find, capture and remove nonfunctioning or unresponsive satellites
from their orbits in space.

VD

2019

B2B

Drones

Drones

Codecheck AG

Checking groceries with the mobile
application and buy healthy food.

ZH

2014

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
platform

collectID AG

Authenticity and Transparency through
IoT and Blockchain Technology.

SG

2020

B2B

FinTech

Blockchain

CREAL SA

Making a light-field projector. Light-field
is a key to blending the virtual images
into the real world and, thus, the missing
link to truly functional Mixed Reality.

VD

2018

B2B

VR/AR

VR/AR

Cynos AG

Cynos is a full-service compliance provider
supporting financial institutions to cope
with various financial regulations by digital
solutions and comprehensive compliance
services.

ZH

2020

B2B

FinTech

Internet
platform

Daedalean AG

Autonomous flight control for the small
electric personal aircraft of the near future.

ZH

2017

B2B

Drones

Drones

Deep Cube SA

AI diagnosis for the healthcare
(Oncology and Ophthalmology)

VD

2018

B2B

Healthech

AI/ML
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Diamond Digital AG

Platform provider for Mattersphere.
finance that facilitates commodity trade
financing and trade execution. Software
development for the ERC20 stablecoin
DiamondCoin.

SZ

2017

Dotphoton AG

Validated image compression for critical
applications and AI

ZG

2020

ecoRobotix SA

ecoRobotix develops revolutionary
autonomous robots allowing to reduce
negative impact of modern agriculture
on the environment

VD

Enterprise Bot
GmbH

Increasing efficiency in customer service
using AI.

Exnaton AG

Business
Model

Sector

Technology

Fintech

Blockchain

B2B

AI/ML

AI/ML

2020

B2B

Hardware

Other ICT

ZG

2018

B2B

Communication

AI/ML

Rethinking renewable energy with data
analytics and apps

ZH

2020

B2B

EnergyTech

Internet
Platform

Experify AG

Make the world your showroom. With
experify.io your potential buyers can
experience your products everywhere:
by reaching out to customers nearby,
who already own your products. For
an authentic opinion, and a real-life
product experience.

ZH

2020

B2B

Advertising
Tech

Internet
Platform

Farmy

Farmy is the online shop for regional
and organic products.

ZH

2017

B2C

e-commerce

Internet
Platform

Faveeo SA

Collaborative web and social media
information discovery and monitoring
platform.

VD

2016

C2C

Communication

Internet
Platform

Fotokite (by
Perspective
Robotics AG)

Fotokite is a vehicle-integrated aerial
camera system that provides public
safety teams with mission critical
situational awareness.

ZH

2017

B2B2C

Hardware
Tech

Hardware

Frontify AG

The all-in-one brand management
platform, enriching brands with
consistency and clarity.

SG

2018

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

Futurae
Technologies AG

Futurae offers IT security solutions and
a smart authentication software called
Sound-Proof.

ZH

2020

B2B

Cyber
Security

Internet
Platform

GET LOCAL AG

We develop and sell digital b2b
booking platforms for hotel and
corporates

ZH

2020

B2B

TravelTech

AI/ML

GetYourGuide AG

Book tickets for top attractions around
the world.

ZH

2012

B2C

Internet
Platform

Internet
Platform

Goodwall SA

Building the professional development
network for the next generation.

GE

2018

B2C

Communication

Internet
Platform

Gmelius SA

Gmelius reinvents your inbox to build
valuable customer relationships.

GE

2019

B2B2C

Communication

Internet
Platform

guuru AG

Customer service at scale with the help
of your community.

ZG

2017

B2B

Recruiting/
HR

Internet
Platform

C2C
B2B
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HEALIOS AG

We aim to improve people’s lives by
empowering healthcare professionals
and clinical research teams via
innovative, AI-powered software
medical devices

BS

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

HEGIAS AG

Democratizes Virtual Reality (VR) via
browser for every device and every VR
headset - as did Content Management
Systems (CMS) in the internet to enable
Web 2.0, the breakthrough of the
internet as a mass medium.

ZH

2018

B2B

VR/AR

VR/AR

Heymate by
Blockchain
Applications AG

heymate - the digital handshake

SZ

2019

B2B2C

FinTech

Blockchain

Hydromea SA

Hydromedia makes the subsea world
more autonomous, affordable and
accessible with miniaturized robotics and
wireless communication technologies.

VD

2019

B2B

HardwareTech

Hardware

HYLL AG

HYLL is your digital companion for
sports on the mountain

BE

2020

B2C

TravelTech

Internet
Platform

hystrix medical AG

We digitize procurement and sales
processes in healthcare, so you
gain more speed, efficiency and
transparency.

BE

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

IMburse AG

Imburse is a cloud-based "transactionas-aservice"platform that acts as
an orchestrator of the € 7 trillion in
transactions for insurers.

ZH

2018

B2B

FinTech

Internet
Platform

Imverse SA

IMVERSE is a spin-off from EPFL
developing software and providing
services for Mixed Reality content
creation.

GE

2018

B2B

Advertising
Tech

VR/AR

Insolight SA

Solar panels with record efficiency

VD

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Hardware

Interaction Partners
AG

Interaction Partners is a Swiss Investor
Relations Services & Advisory firm built
around the idea of ‘Capital Market
Empowerment for Issuers’.

ZG

2019

B2B

FinTech

Consulting

iSense AG

iSense specifies the taste of flavors and
connects flavor houses to food and
beverage manufacturers, efficiently. We
scale access to market for flavor houses.
We aim to become the essential go-to
marketplace to source flavors, globally.

ZH

2019

B2B

Internet
Platform

Internet
Platform

Kasparund AG

Mastering financial life - with you! We
want to become your financial life
partner. This is why we create access to
professional financial services and offer
you a new level of financial wellness.
Starting with investing.

SG

2020

B2BC

FinTech

Internet
Platform

Kido Dynamics SA

Kido Dynamics provides tools for
companies to deeply understand people’s
mobility patterns.

VD

2018

B2B

Other ICT

AI/ML

Klepsydra
Technologies GmbH

Klepsydra develops edge computing
software that has three main features:
faster data processing, low power
consumption and no hardware upgrades
required.

ZH

2020

B2B

Other ICT

AI/ML

Komed Health AG

The “Slack” for the Health Care industry.
Fully secured &amp; protected data. Easy
to integrate. Patient centric. Accelerating
workflows of care teams. Improving care.

ZH

2017

B2B

Communication

Internet
Platform

Startup Name

Tagline
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KOMP-ACT SA

KOMP-ACT's mission is to accelerate the
advent of a sustainable electric machinery
industry.

VD

2018

B2B

Hardware

Hardware

LARGO FILMS SA

Making the data-driven movie-making
accessible to the market through our high
level film understanding technologies.

VD

2018

B2B

AI/ML

AI/ML

LEDCity AG

LEDCity is developing a sensor-controlled
plug-and-play lighting system to reduce
the energy consumption of buildings.

ZH

2020

B2B

PropTech

Internet
Platform

Legartis Technology AG

The Legartis’ SaaS-solution enables
companies to identify, classify and
understand contracts within seconds,
pulling up-to-date data any time;.

ZH

2018

B2B

LegalTech

AI/ML

Live Track AG

Reducing worldwide transport cost
and emission relevantly in FacilityManagement, Supply-Chain and WasteManagement.

SG

2019

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

Locatee AG

Locatee is the leading workplace analytics
solution that transforms complex data
into meaningful insight for your entire
corporate real estate portfolio

GR

2015

B2B

PropTech

AI/ML

LuckaBox Logistics AG

LuckaBox is a platform for on-demand
deliveries and warehousing to provide
retailers with what their customers
increasingly need: ondemand deliveries.

ZH

2018

B2B

E-Commerce

Internet
Platform

Magnes AG

AI-based continuous monitoring solution to
achieve better clinical outcomes for neuro
disorders

ZH

2019

B2B

HealthTech

AI/ML

MaxBrain AG

MaxBrain is a learning app for instructor
facing, blended and online courses. The tool
is designed for quick and easy learning, for
the busy professional to learn whenever and
wherever they have time and capacity.

ZH

2019

B2B

EduTech

Internet
Platform

myCamper AG

The campers sharing platform in Switzerland.

BS

n.a.

B2B2C

Internet
Platform

Internet
Platform

AirConsole by
N-Dream AG

AirConsole is a cloud-based
multiplayer game console that uses
smartphones as gamepads.

ZH

n.a.

B2B

2019

yes

neon Switzerland AG

Neon wants to bring you the fastest and
cheapest account app for your everyday
banking, independent of existing banks.

ZH

2019

B2B2C

FinTech

Internet
Platform

nexoya ag

nexoya provides a marketing analytics
platform enabling the marketeer to base
his decisions on integrated data.

ZH

2019

B2B

Advertising
Tech

Internet
Platform

Nezasa AG

Global backbone of a modernized,
more flexible tour operating travel
industry.

ZH

2013

B2B

TravelTech

Internet
Platform

OnlineDoctor AG

OnlineDoctor is an innovative swissbased platform that allows you to have
your skin problems diagnosed quickly
(within 48h), location-independent and
cost-effectively by an independent
dermatologist.

SG

2020

B2C

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

OPTIMYZE.CLOUD,
INC.

Tracks and optimizes cloud resource
consumption

abroad

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

Startup Name
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Optune by Oscillate
AG

Optune is the first digital workspace
that connects all stakeholders in the live
music industry.

ZH

2019

B2B

Internet
Platform

Internet
Platform

precisionED AG

Solutions towards „Precision
(Medical) Education“

SZ

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

Plair SA

Plair brings air microbial
contamination into the light,
enabling pharmaceutical industry to
save on operational costs, product
losses, and manpower.

GE

2020

B2B

HardwareTech

Hardware

ZH

2020

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

Startup Name

Poinz AG
Loyalty cards on smartphone

POP UP SHOPS AG

Market Network for Flexible Retail

ZH

2020

B2B

PropTech

Internet
Platform

PrivateDeal SA

PrivateDeal developed in partnership
with EHL the first smart negotiation
solution designed to increase direct
bookings on hotels’ websites. This
unique engine lets guests offer
their own price for a room and,
if necessary, automatically and
instantly negotiates with them the
best price.

VD

2019

B2B

TravelTech

AI/ML

Procsea SA

Online B2B sea food market.

VD

2016

B2B

E-Commerce

Internet
Platform

Prognolite GmbH

Prognolite helps restaurants to improve
staff planning and reduce food waste by
telling them the demand for any day in the
future.

ZH

2019

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

Quantum Integrity
SA

Technology to track digital image
manipulation and deepfake.

VD

2019

B2B

Communication

Internet
Platform

Relai AG

Relai is the world's easiest Bitcoin investing
App - made in Switzerland.

ZH

2020

B2C

FinTech

Blockchain

Rivero AG

Rivero enables financial institutions to gain
efficiency and unleash their full potential.

SH

2019

B2B

FinTech

Internet
Platform

RoomPriceGenie
AG

Dynamic pricing software for hotels.
High quality room pricing, built on a
scale basis to be cheap enough and
simple enough for small hotels to use.

ZG

2019

B2B

TravelTech

Internet
Platform

SAMAWATT SA

SAMA uses advanced mathematical
models to significantly reduce the
high electric grid imbalance costs for
renewable asset owners.

VD

2018

B2B

EnergyTech

Internet
Platform

Scrona AG

Scrona is developing a novel
ultrahigh-resolution inkjet technology
based on electrostatic droplet
actuation

ZH

2020

B2B

Hardware
Tech

Hardware

Scewo AG

Scewo AG develops a sleek, selfbalancing and stair climbing
wheelchair that gives the user
freedom like no other device
currently on the market.

ZH

2019

B2B2C

HealthTech

Hardware
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Securaxis SA

Real Time Analysis, Reporting and
Localization with Acoustic Sensors

GE

2019

B2B

IoT

AI/ML

SeerVision AG

Software for camera automation designed
to make live video production effortless.

ZH

2019

B2B

Hardware
Tech

Ai/ML

Sendtask.io (by
SIRLOIN AG)

Sendtask is the easiest way to
collaborate with your team, clients, and
suppliers in one place - even if they
don't have an account.

SG

2017

B2B

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

Seniors at Work
(by Seniors Group
GmbH)

Freelancer platform that enables private
individuals, companies, associations or
start-ups to get in touch with seniors
and to use their professional skills
and experience for smaller and larger
assignments.

BS

2019

B2C

Recruiting/
HR

Internet
Platform

ShoeSize.Me AG

A Swiss machine learning technology
that eliminates the sizing chaos as
barrier to buying shoes online &
serves as data aggregator on user and
purchase data of the global footwear
market.

SO

2020

B2B

E-Commerce

AI/ML

Signifikant Solutions
AG

Significant offers an AI tool for
continuous and automated analysis of
advertising campaigns for both on and
offline campaigns

LU

2020

B2B

Advertising
Tech

AI/ML

Smeetz SA

Smeetz is a software platform that helps
leisure organizers increase their revenue
and better reach their market with the
help of data analytics and dynamic
pricing

VD

2020

B2B

TravelTech

AI/ML

Socialease SA

Socialease is an Artificial intelligence
powered virtual social media manager,
specially designed for SMEs.

VD

2018

B2B

Communi
cation

AI/ML

SONECT AG

SONECT converts any shop or
individual into a "Virtual ATM" reducing the high "cost of cash" via
a location based on-demand service
that allows its users to withdraw cash
everywhere.

ZH

2017

B2B2C

FinTech

Internet
Platform

spherene AG

spherene's technology empowers the
3D print industry to produce highperformance, lightweight parts for
reduced cost.

ZH

2018

B2B

Hardware
Tech

Hardware

Staxe

The 1st decentralized platform for
investing your digital assets in live
events such as concerts, festivals,
networking events, and conferences,
among others.

ZG

2018

B2B2C

FinTech

Internet
Platform

Sustema AG

Sustema measures corporate behavior
using publicly available data to
improve the underwriting performance
of insurance companies. Existing
customers have seen bottom line gains
of 21%.

ZH

2020

B2B

FinTech

Internet
Platform

Switzerlend AG

Switzerland's fastest growing peer to
peer lending site.

2018

B2B

FinTech

Internet
Platform

Technis SA

Technis is building the future of
connected and interactive flooring.
Starting with a new generation of
intelligent touch-enabled surface.

2018

B2B

IoT

Hardware

VD
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Company Data
Logo

Investment Data
Tagline

Canton

First
SICTIC
invest.

Business
Model

Sector

Technology

TestingTime AG

TestingTime is a Swiss Startup that
mediates test persons for User Research
and Market Research.

ZH

2015

B2B2C

Other ICT

Internet
Platform

threatray AG

Threatray produces code-based
threat intelligence by making massive
malware repositories and feeds
searchable and correlatable.

BE

2018

B2B

Cyber
Security

Internet
Platform

TieTalent SA

Career growth platform for people in
tech.

VD

2020

B2B

Recruiting/HR

Internet
Platform

Tinamu Labs AG

The full potential of drones as a 24/7
flexible sensor network for indoor
locations – without a pilot on-site!

ZH

2020

B2B

Drones

Drones

Tradeplus24 AG

Tradeplus24 provides flexible, easy
funding to SMEs looking to improve
their liquidity position.

ZH

2017

B2B

FinTech

Internet
Platform

Typewise AG

Decoding human thoughts.

BL

2020

B2C

AI/ML

AI/ML

UNISERS AG

UNISERS generates an annual financial
benefit between 2b-20b USD for the
semiconductors industry by providing
solutions to find the source of nanoscale defects on computer chips.

ZH

2020

B2B

HardwareTech

Hardware

VALK

Making private markets digital and
connected.

ZH

2020

B2B

FinTech

Blockchain

Veezoo AG

Veezoo is your company's brain. It is
able to answer plain English questions
with clean visualizations of your
company’s data.

ZH

2017

B2B

AI/ML

AI/ML

velocorner AG

Velocorner is the largest online bicycle
marketplace in Switzerland with huge
selection of bikes, e-bikes and bike
accessories.

FR

2020

B2C

E-Commerce

Internet
Platform

Vima Link SA

Vima develops advanced social
computing technologies, merging AI,
computer vision and social science.
Its behavioural intelligence tools can
automatically understand human
behaviour with human-level accuracy
to unlock opportunities in the field of
human-machine interactions.

VS

2017

B2B

AI/ML

AI/ML

vlot AG

vlot helps individuals and. families
become more. financially responsible.
By working with businesses and
individuals vlot helps. identify and close
income and savings gaps based on.
cutting edge technology.

ZH

2019

B2B2C

FinTech

Internet
Platform

WealthArc, Inc.

WealthArc is an easy to implement allin-one portfolio management solution
that automates your manual processes
and speeds up your daily work.
WealthArc gives you back the time you
need to grow your business and attract
new, digitally savvy clients.

abroad

2018

B2B

FinTech

Internet
Platform

Weinclub.ch offers leading wine brands
and private labels from 13 countries at
competitive prices.

ZH

2017

B2C

E-Commerce

Internet
Platform

Operating an online marketplace for
meeting rooms, desks and workshop
locations – Workspace2go works like
“Airbnb”, just for business.

ZH

2018

B2B

Internet
Platform

Internet
Platform

Startup Name

weinclub.ch
by Wine & Gourmet
Digital AG
Workspace2go AG
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Logo

Investment Data
Tagline

Canton

First
SICTIC
invest.

Business
Model

Sector

Technology

XATENA AG

Xatena creates the smart B2B-network
in healthcare: Digitizing sourcing and
sales, lifting operational procurement to
supply chain level 4.0.

ZH

2019

B2B

HealthTech

Internet
Platform

xorlab AG

Striving to become the leading
cyber threat prevention platform,
safeguarding companies around the
world against data loss, theft, and
reputational damage.

ZH

2018

B2B

Cyber
Security

Internet
Platform

yes.com AG

The trust network for banks and their
customers. Without having to create a new
account, users can use yes® to log in to
third-party providers or pay for contracts
based on their online banking login.

SZ

2017

B2B2C

Cyber
Security

Internet
Platform

Zoundream AG

In Zoundream, we use sound recognition
to translate baby cries into their needs,
emotions and status.

BS

2020

B2C

Other ICT

AI/ML

Startup Name

Some of the Swiss tech startups in the SICTIC Portfolio decided not to disclose their investment rounds
and are not listed above. Investment rounds closed by startups without SICTIC Investors before pitching
at SICTIC events are not included in the SICTIC Portfolio.

Call for unreported rounds and investments!
We encourage all startups that pitched at SICTIC events and all SICTIC Investors to report all of their
investments at www.sictic.ch/reporting. This data will help us collect more accurate information about
Swiss investment rounds, and contribute to the visibility of the Swiss startup and investor ecosystem on
an international level.
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SICTIC Exits
The following startups in the SICTIC Portfolio recorded a full exit, where all SICTIC Investors sold
all their stakes in the startup. In the case when not all investors sell their stakes in a startup, the
exit is recorded as a partial exit. As an angel investor network, SICTIC keeps these startups as part
of their portfolio to highlight the quality of investments made by its investors.
Investment
Data

Company Data

Logo

Startup Name

Tagline

Exit Data

Canton

Year(s)
of
SICTIC
Pitch

Round
Size
CHF M

Round
Year

Exit
Year

Exit to/
Exit Type

2020

2020

LPA-Gruppe
(M&A)

2020

Creditgate24
(M&A)

AAAccell AG

AI-driven solutions for asset and
risk management.

ZH

2020

n.a.

Advanon AG

Making financing acessible for
every company.

ZH

2017

n.a.

Carbon Delta AG

Carbon Delta is a Zurich-based
software engineering firm
computing the future impact
of climate change on the
performance of listed stock
companies.

ZH

2017

1.7

2018

2019

MSCI
(M&A)

Contovista AG

Personalisation in banking through
AI.

ZH

2016

n.a.

2016

2017

Aduno Gruppe
(M&A)

Insightness AG

Collision avoidance for drones.

ZH

2018

n.a.

2018

2019

Sony Semi
Conductors
(M&A)

Quitt.ch by Service
Hunter AG

Employing houshold help correctly
and an insurance without a lot of
paperwork.

ZH

2011

n.a.

2012

2019

Secondary
market

Spontacts AG

Discover leisure activities nearby
and meet new people.

ZG

2010

0.2

2012

2012

Scout24 Group
(Trade Sale)

WeaVR AG

Providing a set of VR
applications for all headsets and
tools to create stories in Virtual
Reality using 360 photos and
existing media.

ZH

2016

0.2

2017

2018

Bitforge AG
(M&A)

Wilmaa Holding AG

Internet television

ZH

2016

n.a.

2016

2020

Sunrise
Communications
AG
(M&A)

Alethena by
Equility AG

Alethena enables the costeffective trading and settlement
of digital shares of later-stage
start-ups and is thus providing the
underlying issuers with a liquid
and listing-free secondary market.

ZG

2018

0.3

2018

Shutdown
(Liquidation)

2019
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Startup Success Stories

How COVID-19
Supercharged
Farmy’s
Business Plan
We discussed with Tobias Schubert, Co-CEO and Co-Founder of Farmy, the leading
Swiss online marketplace for sustainable groceries, about the company’s journey and how
COVID-19 has strongly accelerated Farmy’s growth. Exit experienced Swiss startup founder
Adrian Bührer has helped us to get started, and several SICTIC Investors have contributed to
Farmy since its very beginning.
SICTIC co-founders Thomas Dübendorfer and Myke Näf as well as Cédric Waldburger (now
SICTIC Co-Investor Tomahawk.vc) joined in the first investment round. In 2017, Farmy looked
for growth financing and pitched at SICTIC’s 33rd Investor Day. In 2020, another SICTIC
Investor joined us.

What is Farmy offering?
On Farmy.ch, we sell about 12’000 products
sourced from one thousand farmers and
producers. We offer a lot of organically-certified
food and source 70% from within Switzerland.

a living. Thanks to our unique distribution
concept we have zero food waste! What’s our
secret? We ship directly from producers to
customers and only repackage at our facilities.

What makes Farmy unique?

How did Farmy get started?

We provide grocery products of the best
quality and are proud of our outstanding
customer service. Our products give the
buyers a good feeling as they are healthy and
fresh, and by buying them, our customers
help small and medium Swiss farmers make

We started our company on June 6th, 2014
in Zurich as Farmy GmbH. However, my cofounder Roman Hartmann and I got to know
each other in Moscow, Russia. When we first
met, we both worked for fast-growing online
retailers. Roman worked for an online shoe
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store and I worked for Groupon. We just
matched perfectly as a founder team because
we have many complementary skills and we
both love fresh food and a healthy lifestyle.
High-quality food is also in our blood as
my father is a winemaker and Roman’s
grandfather was a beekeeper that produced
fantastic honey.

selected regional cheese specialties from
traditional Swiss cheesemakers, also Pistor,
a large wholesale dealer for Swiss bakeries,
or Fabio Borzatta, a grandchild of the Denner
founder. They have greatly helped to build
our consumer’s trust in the Farmy brand. We
also always had them as a sparring partner for
all our questions and when making important
decisions. Without them, I’m sure we would
have made many costly mistakes.

Why did you start in Switzerland, given
your German roots and the fact that
you met in Russia?
Did you also use debt financing in addition to equity financing?
Roman and I did very thorough market
research back in 2014 and found out that
Switzerland has the highest spending per
capita on fresh food in the world. At the same
time, online shopping for fresh food was
way behind many other European countries
in terms of market penetration. The online
shopping user experience was poor and the
choice of fresh food available online was very
limited. This was the perfect opportunity for
us to launch the startup Farmy in Switzerland.

Which type of investors have
financed Farmy?

We got a multi-million Swiss franc loan from
the Swiss Technology Fund after a scientific
study by a Swiss University of Applied
Sciences proved a significant reduction of
the CO2 footprint by Farmy compared to
other Swiss grocery distributors that drive
longer distances with combustion engine
trucks. It was also a confirmation that our
smart
farmer-to-customer
distribution
model, combined with our own e-bike and
e-truck fleet that use our own software to find
optimized routes, reduces the CO2 footprint
for food delivery sustainably. We’re proud to
be leaders in sustainability.

Believe it or not, we were financed purely
by smart-money investors with only one
exception, our latest investor, Triodos
Food Transition Europe Fund, which was
the lead investor of our CHF 10 million
growth round in 2020. We are very
lucky to have very experienced angel
investors and entrepreneurs backing us.
Besides the SICTIC Investors, we also
had Martin Jucker from Jucker Farm,
a Swiss agrotourism company and
agriculture producer and distributor that
operates four farm estates open to the
public including restaurants and several
farm shops, then Ruedi Noser, who is a
board member of natürli zürioberland
AG that sells under the label "natürli"

Photo: Farmy's cofounders Roman Hartmann and Tobias Schubert
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What advice would you give to startups
trying to get funding?
As a founder, you truly need to know what
you want and why you want it. You need
to know your long-term goals and live your
passion. Be authentic! It’s just about the team
and the beginning.
The team must be outstanding, have passion
and perseverance to execute the business
idea well.

and approach investors again.
It’s also about building up trust. Investors
like to watch the founders to see if they
deliver on their promises, despite difficult
bootstrapping circumstances.

How did the COVID-19 pandemic affect
Farmy and what was the secret to turning the crisis into business success?
The pandemic has had the following
positive impacts:
People in Switzerland actively
started to look for online fresh food
delivery shops as they were very
afraid to go into brick-and-mortar
grocery shops and get infected.
Demand got very high and word of
mouth was spreading like wildfire.
We had massively less marketing
costs than usual since March 2020.
We only did some branding ads,
but almost didn’t have to run
any paid marketing campaigns
anymore.

Figure: Farmy’s hockey-stick-like revenue growth.

Our business plan execution was
condensed from 3 years into
just about 3 months due to a
heavy increase in demand almost
overnight! It was like sailing through
a heavy storm – you either sink or
become an even stronger team.
Our team stood firm. We did a lot
of improvements while scaling up massively.

Was it easy to find investors?
We got many friendly no’s from investors.
We had to approach our first investor and
students.ch founder Adrian Bührer three
times until he accepted the challenge to
bootstrap Farmy with us and even joined as
part-time operationally. If you get a no, just
stand up, improve your value proposition
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We hired more than 100 people in 2020 and
increased our headcount from 150 to 250,
which corresponds to around 70 FTEs.
We also opened an office in Berlin and
Barcelona to extend our customer support,
operations, work on UX design and implement
new online shop features faster.
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Where do you see your company in
5 years?
We see Farmy as the place to shop for groceries
online in a sustainable way. We’ll be much
stronger and larger, and stay number one for
sustainable grocery online shopping. We plan
to get the B Corp certification to show that
Farmy meets the highest verified standards
of social and environmental performance,
transparency, and accountability.

What are the advantages of starting
a business in Switzerland?
We got a lot of seed capital and found
great talent.

If you could go back in time and change something in your startup journey,
what would it be?
We would have focused stronger just on
metropolitan areas (our A-Zones) that are
highly populated before delivering also into
more rural areas. Another thing is that we
didn’t consider that both founders becoming
fathers while being fully committed to
bootstrapping a startup having low founder
salaries and a very intense workday could
create tensions with our wives. Once we got
the first bill from our child care provider, we
were shocked: full-time, 5-days-a-week child
care for kids is so expensive in Switzerland at
about CHF 2’700/month, many times more
expensive than Berlin at about €500/month.

Founders need a warm heart,
a cool head, and working hands.
This is Tobias Schubert’s
recipe for startup success.
For Farmy this meant having
a passion for sustainably
sourced fresh food, doing
market analysis properly
and executing well.
SICTIC thanks Tobias Schubert
for finding time to give this
interview despite his super
busy startup job.

Photo: Farmy's cofounders Tobias Schubert and Roman Hartmann
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Agrinorm:
Funding Advice to
Future Founders
Agrinorm Co-Founder and CEO Daria Reisch discussed
with SICTIC CEO Anca Albu the lessons learned from
fundraising in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Here’s the story of SICTIC portfolio startup Agrinorm,
and Daria’s advice to future founders.
Agrinorm is a Swiss deep tech company, leveraging cutting-edge machine-learning techniques for the optimization of fruit and vegetable supply chains.

Agrinorm develops technology that enables its
customers to excel in the quality of fresh produce and achieve price leadership while reducing environmental impact.

What is Agrinorm's origin story?
Daria learned how crucial quality management is in the fresh fruit and vegetable sector when she worked with suppliers of fresh
berries. She experienced first-hand the
immense risk that buyers and sellers take
every time fresh products are shipped.
She thought there should be a way to reduce
that risk, and started looking for a technological solution. Back in July 2019, she met
Sharon Wulff, who has a PhD in
machine learning. Sharon helped Daria with
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forming the vision – and Agrinorm was born.
In May 2020, they met Agrinorm's third
co-founder, Nicolas Cepeda, who contributed
seed funding and brought in vast entrepreneurial experience he had acquired while building
Contovista, a successful Swiss Fintech startup
he had co-founded and sold. SICTIC president
Thomas Dübendorfer joined as a strategic advisor and angel investor.
Together, they held several lengthy workshops to pinpoint the biggest core problems
of fresh fruit producers and traders. They then
embarked on developing the technology and
a business solution for suppliers of fresh fruit
and vegetables that supports transparent and
sustainable trades, thanks to having the right
data in the right form at the right moment. As
a strong sparring partner, Thomas provided
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business guidance that challenged the team’s
assumptions. He coached the team towards
winning the first enterprise customer, worked hands-on to incorporate Agrinorm AG
together with them and helped them to establish a solid corporate basis that is ready for
future growth.

Agrinorm’s Path to Funding
Agrinorm first got a few small grants from
Venturekick and «zentralschweiz innovativ», which helped with valuable feedback
and reassured them that they are on the
right track. Once they started looking for
smart-money investors, they met Thomas
and Nicolas through SICTIC.
The SICTIC matchmaking process was very simple and straightforward. It supported the first
stages of the funding process and gave guidance on how best to manage the relationship with
investors. The investors who joined helped to
shape Agrinorm’s product and business model,
which significantly reduced the risk of failure.
“The SICTIC engagement process was simple
and straightforward. We quickly got in touch
with a group of potential angel investors.
With Thomas and Nicolas on board, whom
we met through SICTIC, Agrinorm’s chances
for success increased at least tenfold.“

What makes your startup unique?

How Investors Helped

Agrinorm’s uniqueness comes from several things: one of them is the right timing, as
other companies in the market had similar
ideas ten years ago, but these were too tough
to implement back then. Today, with all the
advances in software development, an abundance of powerful smartphones and tremendous breakthroughs in machine learning, the
new technologies allow for smarter algorithms
with much fewer data points than ever before.
Secondly, it's the team.
The Agrinorm team is tackling a complex problem, interacting with stakeholders along the
entire value chain, from growers to retailers.
Succeeding in such an environment requires
complementary skills, open-mindedness, and
the ability to learn fast. Agrinorm believes
their team has all it takes.

Smart-money investors brought three
critical components to Agrinorm:
Strategic guidance:
The investors had experience incorporating
and growing startups; they knew how and
when to approach them, knew the key risks,
and the best ways to mitigate them.
Fast execution:
Having someone on board with previous
startup experience pointing out potential pitfalls is a great way to learn and avoid making
many costly mistakes.
Network:
In terms of people who can coach or advise on hiring, they understand what resources
are out there, such as which service provider
founders should speak to and which not. This
network tremendously sped up the progress.
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Advice to startups trying to raise money

COVID-19 effect on Agrinorm

Be very selective with whom you engage.
Many alleged investors and consultants will
flood the founders with offers, but speaking
at length to many of these people is just a
waste of time. In a young startup, time is the
most valuable resource, and must not be
wasted. The best way to make sure you speak with the right people is to do background
checks first: talk to other founders, and any
startup founder will share which organizations and investors are worth engaging with.

COVID-19 did not impact the food sector. Agrinorm was lucky in a way because the pandemic even fueled specific transformation processes that are conducive to business, such as
digitalization. Another point is that working remotely is becoming the norm, which teaches
everyone how to be very efficient and allows
better access to the talent pool at a very competitive price.

Be very selective in choosing startup competitions. Contest and event organizers need
startups more than vice-versa, and more often than not, the startups don’t get any benefits from being on board. Founders should
estimate what it takes to win, as in many cases the time and financial resources spent on
participating in startup competitions are better spent on developing the product faster
and launching it earlier.
Use selective ignorance. In the startup’s early stages, the founders’ engagement with various people occurs in a non-structured way
that feels very personal. Often, a lot of different smart people will give conflicting advice.
The best thing is to listen and learn, but in
the end, the founders are the ones who know
what their big hairy audacious goal (BHAG)
is, so it’s essential to stay focused and not deviate from that.
Filter Corporate Interactions. Founders get
engaged by corporate people that act as
mentors or judges in startup competitions.
Some of them can truly help you understand
your market and open the right doors. However, don't be fascinated by the titles alone.
Check if the person in front of you has an understanding of your technology, experience
in your industry, and understanding of how
startups tick.
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The advantages of starting a business in
Switzerland
The first one is people. Switzerland has a great
environment, which is both competitive and beautiful. It attracts a lot of talent, making it even
more competitive and forcing people to study
and excel in what they do.
Secondly, it's relatively easy to start a company.
Founders need to know some basics, but it's not
as overwhelming as in other countries, and there
is no need to have an army of accountants and
lawyers to run an early-stage startup business.
Lastly, Switzerland has a support ecosystem that
helps founders with their first steps. It's quite
good in terms of the legal environment and investors’ trust in startup founders.

Being a female co-founder in Switzerland
Daria didn't feel any downsides to being a female co-founder in Switzerland, and she never
felt discriminated against, nor did she experience not being taken seriously. Quite the opposite was the case; there's a lot of support
for female founders, which means that at times
they get special treatment. However, what is
essential to mention is the team’s balance in
terms of gender, skill level, background, and
nationalities. The more diversity you have in
the founding team, the more difficult it is to
work together at first, but the greater will be
the output in time.
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The SICTIC Investor
Guide to the
Investment Process
Five Steps to Becoming an
Investor of an Early-Stage Startup
by Rüdiger Petrikowski, Finance Director and SICTIC Board Member

With the continuous growth of SICTIC to more than 400
investors, it seems appropriate to provide insights and
guidance on the next steps after a pitching event for attendees
to become investors in a pitching tech startup.
The investment process at SICTIC can be broken down into
5 phases, best illustrated as a funnel in which about 300
Swiss early-stage tech startups are being sourced annually. In
2020, 100 startups got selected to pitch, with around 50% of
investment rounds closed. In total, SICTIC Investors closed a
total of 80 funding rounds in 2020.
1. Sourcing

sourcing

2. Screening Check investment criteria

screening
due-dilligence
negotiation
deal

Be part of the best deals

3. In-depth analysis What you don't know WILL hurt you
4. Structuring the deal Termsheet, shareholder agreement

5. Signing, closing, engagement Execution

Graph: Investment process and funnel from
sourcing a startup to becoming an investor.

The distinct characteristics of these five phases are outlined in the following sections,
including the respective role and support of SICTIC.
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Sourcing – Startup Pitch Applications
Every year, SICTIC organizes at least eight SICTIC
Investor Days plus one or two flagship events such
as the Swiss Fintech Investor Day and provides
a matchmaking platform for startups and angel
investors. All SICTIC Investors have access to the online
deal flow platform, where they can view key documents
such as the startup factsheet, pitch deck, and financial
planning of each startup that applied to pitch for funding.
The SICTIC jury selects the most promising startups and
invites them to present their projects directly to the SICTIC
Investor community at a pitching event. SICTIC provides
a sourcing basis of around 300 startups per year, which
is complemented by further deals from partnerships with Business Angels Switzerland (BAS),
Business Angel Club Liechtenstein (BACL), Fintech Circle London and F10 FinTech incubator
and accelerator (founded by SIX, PWC and Bank Julius Baer).

Screening – Pitch, Q&A, Factsheet
SICTIC Investors have access to the factsheet of each pitching startup through SICTIC’s
deal flow platform. Still, most use the startup’s pitch at a SICTIC pitching event as their
first opportunity to do screening and ask the founders questions.
The investor has various options to reduce investment risk through:
 diversification
 co-investment
 careful review and due diligence
 engagement
 good record keeping.
A careful review increases the effectiveness of time allocated
to each investment decision, and therefore, the review should
be based on investment criteria, such as:
 strong management team
 strong execution and going-to-market plan
 substantial addressable market (CHF >100 million)
 scalable business model.
Before entering into a time-consuming due diligence process,
a first high-level review of the investment opportunity should
be held. A preliminary review opportunity is offered by SICTIC immediately after the pitch
presentation in Q&A sessions or at dedicated tables of the startup, allowing interested
investors to address open questions to the founders directly.
After the matchmaking event, SICTIC gathers the investors’ interests and connects them
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to the startup, who takes the opportunity to organize further Q&A sessions with interested
investors. This phase’s fundamental purpose is for investors to understand if the startup is
in general investable, based on each investor’s investment criteria, in which case it is worth
investing more time and resources for an in-depth analysis, called due diligence.

Due diligence – In-depth analysis
Due diligence principally means carefully checking company documents and claims
made by a company’s management.
There are two main reasons why angel investors should always conduct due diligence
before investing in a startup:
to prevent fraud

to properly assess the risk of an investment.

The “Triangle of startup
risks” graph provides
an easy framework to
keep track of the many
essential aspects of a
startup’s risks that need
addressing during the
due diligence phase.

Business Risks

Business Model,
Product, Market,
Sales, Financials
Employment
Contracts

People
Risks

Management
& Team

Business
Contracts
Intellectual
Property (IP)

Legal
Risks

Complete and independent research is prepared by the group of interested investors as
to where the strengths of each investor can be used. A significant advantage of being in
an angel investor club is being able to assess the following areas of risks jointly:
Business risks
Business model: Does it make sense? Can it make money? Is it scalable?
Market opportunity: Are your assumptions feasible and reasonable?
Sales: Is the “go-to-market strategy” and a customer acquisition plan defined and plausible?
Financials: Are the assumptions reasonable, and does the financial model make sense? Status
of liquidity? Is the company over-indebted?
People risks
Management Team: Background and reference check

Employment contracts: Are there valid employment contracts and work permits? Is there
an ESOP program with adequate size and duration executed in a tax-compliant way?
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Legal risks
Business contracts: Signed by all parties, consistent and complete?
Financial implications?
Intellectual property: Proper inventory? Does it belong to the
company? Are employment contracts defined correctly in respect
of IP? Are domain and trademarks registered?
The above risks provide just an overview. SICTIC offers a
comprehensive due diligence checklist, made available online
as a free tool for startups and investors.
Good preparation by the startup will considerably speed up the investment process.
It is best practice to store these documents in an online data room and use one folder per topic.
For any document that does not (yet) exist, it’s best to note on the checklist whether it will be
made available later or not (e.g., if it is irrelevant to the startup business).

Negotiation – Deal structuring
The deal terms are first drafted in a non-binding term sheet (TS) on a high level,
which allows all parties to easily adjust them while negotiating.
Once the terms have been agreed on and the term sheet has been signed, the
terms are spelt out in more detail in the legally binding shareholders’ agreement (SHA;
Aktionärsbindungsvertrag (ABV)) and share subscription
agreement. An SHA is important in many ways: it can establish
rules on how votes need to be cast, and it should contain
transfer restrictions, veto rights for investors on a shareholder
and board level, and, if applicable, rights pertaining to
preferred stock.
Templates for a TS and SHA are provided by the Swiss Private
Equity & Corporate Finance Association (SECA) as SECA
Model Documentation: Venture Capital.
The key elements can be clustered into four parts:
 Investment such as type of shares issued, amount of equity raised, the price per share
 Minority shareholder protection rights such as liquidation & dividend preferences,
antidilution, information rights, board composition, including important board matters,
important shareholder matters, right of first refusal, tag and drag-along
 Undertakings and warranties such as non-compete, non-solicitation and IP transfer
confirmation by the founders, vesting of founders’ shares and reps & warranties
 Process and legal such as confidentiality, timing, exclusivity, expenses, jurisdiction.
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Investment – pre- and post-money valuation
The terms of the investment are defined by the valuation (pre- and post-transaction) and
the company share percentage the founders are willing to give to the investors. The market
applies a broad range of startup valuation methods. However, the value is not in the current
profitability and assets at the time of investment. The majority of the value is in the future,
assuming the startup will gain considerable business traction.
Founders and investors need to consider the dilutive effect of subsequent investment rounds
and incentive plans. As a rule of thumb, and to keep the founders properly incentivized, an
option pool should not exceed 20% of the company’s outstanding share capital in a seed
round financing.
When discussing valuation for an investment, it is important to distinguish between premoney and post-money valuation in order to avoid confusion and negative surprises.
post-money valuation = pre-money valuation + total investment by all investors
Why is this important? The ownership interest you will get for your investment is calculated as:
your ownership interest (%) = your investment / post-money valuation
If you fix the post-money valuation when negotiating the investment terms with the founders,
the denominator in this formula will stay the same, even if the total investment round gets
larger than originally expected. Existing shareholders/founders will get diluted more.

			Rationales for minority shareholder protection rights
Without any specific agreed terms, an inequality of investment amount and decision rights
exists between founders and investors. Investors in an early-stage startup usually hold a
minority of the shares, often less than one-third of all shares, and the founders hold the
majority. This inequality means that founders could simply ignore what investors want and
take decisions unilaterally because the law foresees for most shareholder decisions a simple
majority, although the investors usually have invested a higher amount than the founders.
Also, the law does not ensure by default that investors have a chance to exit as well when
the founders sell their shares. Neither does the law remedy a situation when a founder quits
a startup early and takes a large part of the shares with him or her without making a strong
contribution to the company’s success while still keeping the full financial upside of a future
exit. Furthermore, the law does not ensure that all shareholders are obliged to sell in case a
buyer wants to buy the whole company, which means that a single shareholder could block
an exit. For these reasons, investors and founders should negotiate the “transfer restrictions”,
which are special deal terms aimed at protecting investors and founders better than the law
foresees and balance both parties’ interests.
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Deal – Signing, Closing, Engagement and Exit
With the signing of the share subscription and shareholders’ agreement, the
investors and the company have executed the definitive agreements. Immediately
after that, the funds are transferred. In equity financing, the deal is closed (i.e.,
completed) once the capital increase is notarized.
Angel investors provide “smart money”.
The investor’s engagement with a startup over the
investment period offers additional value, such as
generating leads to potential clients.
The investor reduces the investment risk by engaging
with the startup over the investment period, which helps
create more value earlier.

Generally, when a group of SICTIC Investors is interested in investing in a startup, in aligning
the investor group’s interests, it is quite common that one of the investors takes the “lead
investor” role. In specific cases, the lead investor represents the SICTIC Investors’ interests
as a board member after the financing round, which is highly recommended, because board
members can add even more value than regular investors that do not get access to as much
information as a board member.

A lead investor should understand the nuances of angel investing, be able to bring in
strategic value to the business – and very importantly – should be willing to commit enough
time to work with the startup.
Ralph Mogicato, SICTIC Vice President

Conclusion
To enhance the investment return by successful exits, investors need to build up a diversified
startup portfolio. To close ten investments, around 100 startup pitches should have been seen.
SICTIC provides an excellent basis for sourcing highly-promising early-stage investments.
A proper due diligence process before making the investment decision, co-investing with
other SICTIC Investors and a value-add engagement with the startup over the investment
period, will reduce the investment risk and enhance the return.
SICTIC supports its investors’ knowledge build-up with angel training, educational videos,
and the upcoming Swiss Angel Investor Handbook, which will provide more specific
details for each investment phase.
Good luck with your investments!
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SICTIC Investor
Community
SICTIC Investor Community Growth
The constant growth of SICTIC's Investor
Community from 1.10.2015 to 31.12.2020
shows the strong interest of Swiss investors in
innovation and technology startups!
In 2018, SICTIC became the largest and most
active angel investor network in Switzerland.

SICTIC Investor Community Size by Region
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SICTIC Investor Community Size and Growth Split by Gender
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2018

2017

2019

2020

SICTIC Investor Types
A SICTIC Investor is one of
•

SICTIC Angel Investor: A person with a valid SICTIC Investor Agreement that invests his/
her own money (CHF 20k minimum ticket). Sometimes also called Angel Investor or Business Angel.

•

SICTIC Professional Investor: A legal entity with a valid SICTIC Investor Agreement and
that invests other people’s money, e.g. family office, investment club, investor syndicate
(CHF 20k minimum ticket).

•

SICTIC Preferred Co-Investor: A legal entity with a valid Preferred Co-Investor Agreement, usually seed and early-stage Venture Capital funds and Corporate Ventures (CHF
100k minimum ticket).

SICTIC Angel Investors

90%

SICTIC Professional Investors

7.6%

87.3%

8.2%

SICTIC Preferred Co-Investors
8.4%

8.2%

83.4%

4.5%

2.4%

2018

2019

2020

SICTIC Angel Investors
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SICTIC Professional Investors
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2020

SICTIC Preferred Co-Investors
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SICTIC Investor Profile
SICTIC works with smart-money investors that want to invest in early-stage Switzerland based
technology product startups. Our angel investors share their knowledge, experience, and
business network with the startups they invest in.
Many of our angel investors have an entrepreneurial background as founder, CEO, partner,
or board member. We also work with family offices and venture capitalists that want to co-invest with angel investors.
SICTIC expects an investor to invest at least CHF 20’000.- per investment round that he or she
decides to join. However, there is no formal obligation to participate in any investment round
and also no requirement to visit our events.
To join the SICTIC Investor Community, go to www.sictic.ch/investors and fill in the Investor
Application form. All applications are manually reviewed, and each investor is being vetted
before being accepted in the community.

Corporate Roles of SICTIC Investors

Get to Know SICTIC
Why are we growing so fast?
Get insights into the largest and most active Swiss Angel Investor club in
a two-minute video and learn what startups and investors like about us.
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FONGIT: A Journey from
Geneva into the Future
by Antonio Gambardella, Director
FONGIT - Fondation Genevoise pour l'Innovation Technologique

A Unique Innovation Platform Created by Entrepreneurs for
Entrepreneurs The Fondation Genevoise pour l’Innovation
Technologique (FONGIT), is one of the largest Swiss
innovation platforms combining both incubation and access
to seed financing.
As a private non-profit foundation, supported by the
state of Geneva, our mission is to guide entrepreneurs
to successfully transform innovation and technology
into growing sustainable businesses, contributing to the
economic and social value of Geneva.
FONGIT was created by an entrepreneur from Geneva, Jean-Pierre Etter, who had failed twice
with startups before successfully creating a global enterprise called LEM International, still based
in Geneva, and publicly traded on the Swiss stock exchange. He wanted to ensure other founders
did not go through his painful experience. Since 1991, FONGIT has supported hundreds of
projects, helping innovators transform ideas, inventions, and research, with sustainable economic
value and a social impact for Geneva. FONGIT’s integrated support combines coaching,
administrative, legal, IP, accounting support, office space, and seed funding access.
For FONGIT, economic value is represented by the rise of new companies. The creation
of jobs provides social value. Today FONGIT supports about 100 projects in deep tech
and sectors such as ICT (AI, fintech, security, blockchain, digital), Advanced Engineering
(cleantech, industry 4.0, IoT, hardware), and Life Sciences (biotech, pharma, medtech,
diagnostics, digital health), involving more than 700 people. The sectors FONGIT is active
in are those that internationally represent a competitive advantage for Switzerland, and
particularly Geneva. FONGIT companies have raised several hundred million of private
investments over the last few years, a good benchmark compared to other major innovation
hubs in Switzerland and Europe. Several successful companies in ICT have been supported
by the foundation: SonarSource, Goodwall, Proton Technologies, Imverse, Alohi, Cleverdist,
Taurus Group, to mention just a few.
FONGIT plays a twofold role in the innovation scene in Geneva. It is a catalyst for tech
entrepreneurs, accelerating the process of transforming know-how into economic value.
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FONGIT is also a platform for corporations and investors.
Timing, an essential element in startups, is ensured by FONGIT: contact with the right partner,
investor, or client, is made at the right point in development, aligning different interests while
preserving our institutional neutrality. This is possible because we often sit on the companies’
boards, providing guidance to entrepreneurs in their decisions.
In this context, the partnership with SICTIC has been invaluable for FONGIT, allowing to
define the essential role of angel investors in the innovators’ journey. The collaboration with
SICTIC provides credibility to the projects that FONGIT supports by giving access to topnotch investors, who are offered visibility on good quality deal flow in Geneva.

Where Switzerland and Geneva’s Innovation is Heading
FONGIT has been rapidly growing; however, such growth is not isolated. As the innovation
industry has evolved in these last years, Switzerland’s startup scene has improved as a whole,
becoming richer, denser, and more professional. Improved governmental support boosted
through Innosuisse, stronger supporting organizations, innovation programs within universities
and the enhanced experience of transfer offices, have contributed to a fertile ground for tech
innovations and entrepreneurship. In private financing, consolidation of financing programs
and prizes has helped the sector mature. The gathering of private investors around angel
groups, and the recent accelerated arrival of venture capitalists, both Swiss and International,
provide evidence that the Swiss innovation scene is thriving.

Indeed, Switzerland has been building a robust sequence of financing actors that seamlessly
integrate. Already within their academic environment, future entrepreneurs have access to a
significant amount of non-dilutive funding. Outside the academic world, new companies can
get support from non-profit organizations such as FONGIT, thereby gaining access to angel
investors, and later on, institutional investors and venture capitals. Surely more institutional
investors, VCs in particular, need to fill the market in order to make access to later stages of
financing more competitive. We believe, however – and this is confirmed by the increasing
number of new investors reported each year – that it is just a question of time and that
Switzerland has become a land of tech investment opportunities.
Unlike other innovation scenes in Switzerland, built around a powerful federal institute of
technology, Geneva relies on a more diverse academic set. Geneva University’s presence,
the HES-SO, Campus Biotech, and CERN provide a dense and compelling environment,
enriched by international organizations and multinationals. At FONGIT, we play our strengths,
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inspired by the examples of more advanced innovation hubs, both in Switzerland and abroad.
This year, for example, FONGIT launched a funding initiative for Geneva startups, trying to
combine two successful programs, the FIT in Vaud and Venturekick.
However, while the Swiss startup sector accelerates, some innovation scenes are scaling even
faster. To avoid Geneva becoming peripheral, we must accelerate at the same rate. FONGIT
aims to double the number of companies supported within three years, increasing our focus
on deep tech innovation from local universities and world-class research centers like CERN in
life sciences and evolving fields. We believe blockchain- and cybersecurity-related startups will
see an increase, and quantum
technology will grow. Creative
industries will adopt innovations,
such as VR and AR, originating
new application areas. We also
believe new companies will, “by
design,” address at least one of
the 17 SDGs’ objectives.

Post Tenebras Lux

Photo: Headquarters of FONGIT in Geneva

2020 has been a year that will change how we look at many parameters, but innovation, the
economy’s driving force, will be strengthened. It is an increasingly vital factor for sustainable
economic growth and an asset for Switzerland; our resilient environment is unique, allowing
us to reach the future earlier than others, no matter how it looks.
The metrics of private investments in Swiss startups are validating factors of our competitiveness.
We are regularly among the top 5–6 European countries in private money raised for startups.
This figure’s growth, which reached more than CHF 2.1Bn in 304 deals in 2020, is encouraging
but is still relatively small compared to more advanced innovation hubs such as London, which
in the same period raised more than USD 9Bn in almost 900 deals.
We are all on a journey towards a target of larger dimensions, which we aim to achieve with
quality, ambition, and passion. As supporting organizations, we must also remain balanced
in accomplishing our mission and creating long-term value, relying on experience and ethics
to avoid artificial aids that let companies and projects survive longer than necessary. Success
and failure must both be considered stages of an entrepreneur’s journey.
We expect more VCs to show up, first-time Swiss funds, and internationally established, driving
more money and higher valuation rounds, along with new evergreen initiatives, with public and
private capital, positioned at the seed and early stage. This could be a modern way to involve
the state sector and private actors together under an innovative “patient capital” approach,
which might also prove private actors’ value in the future of “responsible capitalism.”
In our Confederation, the actors of innovation have been finding their sweet spot, developing
a natural tendency to open up to each other, collaborate, and reinforce each other. Value
actors like SICTIC are among those contributing to raising the bar to professionalize angel
investing activity.
The future for Swiss innovation is bright, and Post Tenebras Lux!
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SICTIC Events
Overview
100

Startups Pitched
in 2020

275

The SICTIC jury screened 275 tech startups
in 2020, out of which 100 unique startups
pitched on stage at our investor events. 64
startups closed funding rounds with contributions from SICTIC Investors. Presenting
on stage at a SICTIC event gives startups a
very high chance of getting funded!

Startups Screened in
2020

social
events

30

Photo: 73rd SICTIC Investor Day Zürich at Google Switzerland

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the number of social
events decreased significantly during 2020.
 5 Angel Lunches
 2 Meetups
 9 Investor Onboardings
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SICTIC Matchmaking Events
SICTIC Investor Day is a matchmaking event, during which deep tech startups pitch
to smart- money investors. We organize this event type approximately a dozen times
per year in Zurich, Lausanne, Geneva, Lugano, and Zug. The entry is free of charge for
SICTIC Investors, but open to the public (we encourage prospective investors), with
an average audience of 100 investor attendees.
SICTIC Investor Days

Events

Attendees

12
12
12

1070
1085
1005
986

2020
2019
2018

14

2017

10

2016

Nr. of Start-ups

pitching

screened by the jury

100
98
94
100

275

2020
2019
2018
2017
2016

264
278
260

89

Nr. of Angel Trainers
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016

9
12
9
10
11

Swiss Fintech Investor Day
Swiss Fintech Investor Day is SICTIC’s fintech flagship event, during which fintech startups
pitch to smart money investors, and several keynote speakers present on stage. fintechday.ch
We organize this event once per year
at the SIX ConventionPoint in Zurich,
Nr. of attendees
with an expected audience of max.
2020
198
300 attendees. This event is for angel
2019
284
investors, family offices, venture capitalists
2018
234
and corporate ventures that want to invest
2017
212
in fintech startups and also for aspiring
2016
195
angel investors.
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Nr. of Start-ups
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016

pitching
12
12
12
12
12

screened by the jury
52
58
69
45
50

Swiss Blockchain Investor Day
Swiss Blockchain Investor Day is SICTIC’s blockchain flagship event, during which
blockchain startups pitch to smart money investors. We organize this event once
per year, and the 2018 and 2019 editions were part of the multi-day Crypto Valley
Conference on Blockchain Technology.

SICTIC Social Events
Angel Lunches are exclusive to SICTIC Investors, during which they can network with
other angel investors and discuss what it takes to be a lead investor. One or two
SICTIC board members take part in the lunch, and up to seven SICTIC Investors can
attend for a small fee.

Workshops & Trainings
SICTIC regularly organizes angel training sessions as part of the SICTIC Investor
Days, during which experienced smart money investors share their learnings and
experiences. Videos of these talks are recorded, and all SICTIC Investors can view
them on our private Vimeo channel (password protected).
 Investor Onboarding Sessions are organised for the newly joined SICTIC
Investors, to familiarise them with their SICTIC account, accessing the deal platform,
and the first steps they need to take when starting to invest in technology startups.
During these sessions, the new investors learn about the due diligence process,
preparing them for real-life due diligence meetings.
 Lead Investor Workshops are providing more experienced investors an
environment to connect and learn how to lead tech startup investment rounds and
exchange their know-how with other investors with an extensive investment portfolio.

Partner Events with SICTIC Involvement
SICTIC board members regularly contribute to external events, sharing their experience
and knowledge as guest speakers at external events. Here are some examples of such
engagements in the year 2020:





STARTFELD Investors Forum in St. Gallen  Startup Night Winterthur
START Summit Investor Forum
 SICTIC Angel Investor Workshop @
Investor Summit Liechtenstein
EcosystemConnect
digitalswitzerland Market Entry Bootcamp  SICTIC Angel Investor Workshop @ Basel
Area Business & Innovation
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Introducing the
SICTIC Academy
Growing and
Supporting the
Startup Ecosystem
with Educational
Content for Investors
and Young
Entrepreneurs
by Michel Kertai, Board Member, Swiss ICT Investor Club (SICTIC)
& Pavel Jakovlev, Managing Partner, ANCORE Strategy
At SICTIC, we frequently encounter startup founders that lack the proper knowledge when
embarking on their first fundraising rounds, and we are also aware of the limited information
available for people who have decided to become angel investors.
For these reasons, SICTIC launched a new educational program in 2020 – The SICTIC
Academy, which covers multiple areas and levels of learning and provides various resources
for both founders and business angels.
In Switzerland, there is no playbook for either entrepreneurs or investors who are doing their
first financing round. The “investment knowledge gap” discourages investments in early-stage
ventures and impacts the quality and pace at which the Swiss startup ecosystem develops.
SICTIC is working on solving this problem by publishing the "Swiss Angel Investor Handbook".
Angel investors and tech entrepreneurs will now have at their disposal a comprehensive
guide, the nuts and bolts of fundraising and angel investing. The 250-pages “Handbook”
covers crucial topics such as “Sourcing Deals”, “Financial Planning”, “Financing Instruments”,
“Deal Terms”, “Founder/Employee Incentives”, “Valuation Methods”, “Due Diligence”,
“Intellectual Property”, and “Exits & Returns”. With every new edition, SICTIC will seek to
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add more chapters with further hands-on advice & guidance. You can order your first edition
of the Handbook here.
With digital and remote work becoming the new norm, SICTIC will also provide educational
content through online courses, in addition to the current onboarding & lead investor
workshops and angel training sessions on various startup investment topics.

The online courses primarily consist of “Skills
Courses” and “Drafting Workshops”, and will
have content for different levels: beginner,
advanced, and expert, with an emphasis on
beginner & advanced classes at the beginning.
The Skills Courses are short videos featuring
experienced/professional investors willing to
share with the broader audiences the skills and
lessons they have learned.
The Drafting Workshops will teach how to
structure a deal, as well as what content, wording
and deal terms should be included in the term
sheet and other relevant documents.
SICTIC also plans to provide access to the up-todate document templates related to the content
of each online course.
For more experienced investors, a multi-day
workshop is in the making – a great opportunity not
only to learn from the best but also to meet with
like-minded investors.

Swiss Angel Investor
Handbook
Best Practices for Investing in Swiss
Early-Stage Tech Startups

SICTIC wants to build a more sophisticated and
robust innovation ecosystem.
The SICTIC Academy’s current and future efforts
have the purpose of educating our investor
community, tech founders and the Swiss ecosystem
about startup investing.
The SICTIC Academy is currently supported by the
Ernst Göhner Foundation and relies on strong partners
to provide a world-class education for investors and
young entrepreneurs.

Are you interested in making an impact?
Support the SICTIC Academy! Get in touch with michel@sictic.ch or anca@sictic.ch for more
information about this initiative.
Check out the first SICTIC Academy videos and stay up to date by subscribing to our newsletter.
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The Power of Networking
by Dr. Thomas Dübendorfer
President and Co-Founder, Swiss ICT Investor Club (SICTIC)

SICTIC is a platform with the goal of connecting people
willing to invest with startup founders striving for success.
If I had to summarize the “secret” that makes the Swiss
ICT Investor Club (SICTIC) most successful in one word,
it would be “networking”.
SICTIC is about connecting people, building trust and
fostering exchange.
SICTIC has reached critical mass while maintaining its
high-quality deal flow and a vetted investor community.
As we continue to grow, keeping up the quality of our investor base and startup deal
flow is something that we won’t compromise on.
Venture capitalists from Switzerland and abroad recognize SICTIC as a premier
deal source of early-stage Swiss technology startups. Swiss Startup Association
(SSA) has used our SICTIC startup factsheet (with our permission) as the basis for
creating a unified template that startups may use to apply to different angel investor
clubs in Switzerland.
Swiss Entrepreneurs & Startup Association (SWESA) asked SICTIC for case studies
and input for lobbying in Berne to create an even better legal and tax environment
for startups, employees and investors. Even the EU in Brussels and FNR (Fonds
National de la Recherche) in Luxembourg asked us for inputs on venturing and spinoffs. Innosuisse used SICTIC to find experts for judging a company’s eligibility as a
startup for COVID-19 loans, economic development agencies from several Cantons
have contacted us to learn more about how we help create thousands of new jobs.
Recently, it became apparent that providing a highly curated platform to facilitate
networking among investors and startup founders is not enough to grow the Swiss
angel investor ecosystem smoothly. SICTIC also has to provide education on various
levels so that aspiring investors feel comfortable to actually invest, and that more
people are capable of leading due diligence processes and negotiating terms for
startup investments. While several SICTIC board members giving guest talks about
venture capital and angel investing at the Universities of Zürich, Lausanne and
Liechtenstein, at EPFL, and Universities of Applied Sciences and Arts in Northern
Switzerland and Lucerne is a good start to get more people to become familiar with
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Photo: Some of more than a thousand business cards Dr. Thomas Dübendorfer collected at startup and investor
events across Switzerland

the topic of angel investing, it’s clearly not enough.
We will therefore invest in creating useful educational content and disseminate it in
different formats to help train angel investors.
If I had a wish it would be for SICTIC to become even more impactful. We have ample
ideas on how to achieve this but need more funding to implement them. If you like
our mission but can’t spend time in our investor community, our annual partnerships
for corporates and our recently launched donation program might be a good fit.
Talk to me and I’ll be happy to tell you more.
I wish you much success with your startup investments!

Dr. Thomas Dübendorfer, President, Swiss ICT Investor Club (SICTIC)
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Board Members
We thank our board members who are working countless hours pro bono to move SICTIC forward.

Dr. Thomas Dübendorfer

Dr. Bolko Hohaus

Ralph Mogicato

Magdalena Tarasinska

President and Co-Founder

Vice President
Director Investors Romandy

Vice President
Director Investors GermanSpeaking Switzerland

Vice President
Director Investments

Dr. Thomas Billeter

Dr. Alain Dargham

Marcel Egger

Nicola Fantini

Director Ticino Investors

Director Dealflow

Director Investors Romandy

Director Jury

Dr. Cornelia Gut-Villa

Michel Kertai

Rüdiger Petrikowski

Director Partners

Director Education

Director Financials

For short bios and contact info of SICTIC Board Members and Operations Team, please visit www.sictic.ch/about

SICTIC is a Member of
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Operations Team
We thank Cécile Neuenschwander (operations manager), Sacha Schouker (intern) and Sadam
Nurkovich (intern) who supported our operations in 2020. Here's our ops team mid-2021:

Anca Albu

Tanya Fröhlich

Nicole Bühler

Louis Portal

Jonathan Malatialy

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Operations
Officer (COO)

Head of Events

Head of
Communications and
Operations

Business Development
Support Intern, Frenchspeaking Switzerland

(CEO)

SICTIC Office Partners
SICTIC thanks Balthasar Wicki from Wicki Partners for providing us with the Zurich domicile and
his great hospitality, Jean-Philippe Lallement from EPFL Innovation Park for providing us with
the Lausanne office, Barbara Pin from AGIRE Foundation for providing us with the Ticino office.
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and Investor Ecosystem:
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Daniel Buzaglo, Pierre Siegwart
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Pavel Jakovlev, Philipp Mao, Florian Lussi
SICTIC Advisors:
Prof. Abraham Bernstein, Susanne
Chisthi, Roger Darin, Jan Fülscher,
Bettina Hein, Antonio Gambardella,
Jonathan Isenring, Igor Karpachev, Ilona
Kirienko, Katka Letzing, Jean-Philippe
Lallement, Ariel Lüdi, Pascal Mathis, Nina
Portier Reinhart, Fulvia Montresor, David
L. Shrier, Christopher Tucci
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Glossary
TERM

DEFINITION

CHF 1.2M

One million two hundred thousand Swiss Francs

B2B

Is an acronym that reads “business-to-business”. It is a term that describes business relations
between at least two companies trying to sell their products or services to each other. The
term B2B is not to be confused with the term B2C.

B2C

The term stands for “business-to-consumer” and means selling products or services directly
to individual customers. “B2C transactions” occur when a business engages in direct
commercial interactions with consumers. In this scenario, the consumer is the end-user of the
provided product or services.

Bridge round

Usually, a bridge round is referring to a smaller funding round that occurs between two major
funding rounds.

Burn rate

The cash amount that a startup is spending, typically expressed as a monthly figure.

Accelerator

Privately or publicly funded initiative supporting startups for a predetermined period of time.
Accelerators attempt to “fuel” the development process of companies. Their assistance
is typically restricted to a few months and generally provided in the form of expertise
transmission, coaching or in the form of boot camp events. As remuneration, accelerators
often receive a future revenue participation or equity. The boot camps initiated by
accelerators often end with “demo days”, during which the business concept is presented to
potential investors.

Angel investment

(High-risk) investments made by angel investors providing seed financing for startups. Angels
invest by supporting companies financially and in terms of expertise, experience and personal
networks in exchange for ownership equity.

Angel investor

Private investors who choose to make seed and early-stage investments (time, experience
and money) into startup companies.

Bad leaver agreement

A good leaver/bad leaver agreement works in such a way that if an employee-shareholder
leaves the company for a ‘good’ reason (e.g. illness) then the employee is either permitted to
retain his/her shares or to sell them for a fair price to the other shareholders. If the employee
leaves for a ‘bad’ reason (e.g. to work for a competitor, committed a criminal act), then his/her
shares are sold for less than fair value.

Closing

A transaction that occurs after entrepreneurs and investors legally exchange all required legal
documentation and capital that is needed in their business deal. When an investor “closes
in on a deal”, they have already negotiated with the entrepreneur the details encompassing
corporate ownership and monetary obligation.

Capital

Monetary assets currently available for use. Entrepreneurs raise capital from different sources
to start a company and continue raising capital to sustain and grow the company.

Co-investor

Someone that invests into a company alongside other investors in the same round.

Corporate venturing

A term that is used when a company invests internally on the development and innovation of
a new product, makes an external investment in another company, or creates an alliance with
another company for innovation purposes.

Deal flow

The stream of investment opportunities that reach an investor, e.g. business plans by email,
startup pitches at events, phone calls by fundraisers.

Deal screening

The process of investors to quickly reduce the (usually very large) number of received
investment opportunities (deal flow) down to the few most promising ones which warrant
further effort. Guided by the criteria of a suitable personal investment strategy prepared in
advance.

Diversification

An investment strategy that involves mixing the amount, values and kinds of investments
within a portfolio to spread risk and minimize losses.
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TERM

DEFINITION

Debt / Debt financing

Borrowed money that needs to be paid back. The entrepreneur rents the money for a specific
period of time and promises to pay interest on the money for a specific period.

Due diligence

The careful investigation into a company prior to making an investment to make sure that all
relevant risks and facts are known.

Early-stage

The startup company was already incorporated. Often a first minimum viable product (MVP)
exists but little to no revenues.

Equity

Shares or other securities that represent an ownership interest in a company.

Exit

Exiting an investment by selling or transferring one’s ownership stake in the company.

Exit valuation

The valuation of a company at the time of the exit.

Follow-on round

An additional investment round made in a company by one or several of its existing investors.

Funding

This term is used as a synonym of “financing”. It refers to the amount of money that is needed
for a business endeavor to take off. For example, a new business owner may seek a certain
amount of funding for their startup company. This “raised” capital can be used to launch their
endeavor as well as to sustain their company until monetary profit can be generated.

Funding round

Funding round - A financing event for a startup during which usually multiple investors buy
shares of a startup or give a loan in the form of a convertible note, which later converts into
shares.

ICT

Information and communication technology (ICT)

Incubator

An organization established to support the development of startup companies within their first
years of existence. Incubators can provide facilities, offices and lab space shared by supported
startups, as well as resources and development programs, potentially including mentoring
programs. Incubators differ from accelerators in that the latter typically specialize themselves
on assisting startups to grow in a short time frame, whereas the former is focused on the
development of the company and its product over a longer period.

Internal rate of return
(IRR)

A typical measure of how Venture capital funds compare performances between investments.
It represents the rate at which the present value of a series of investments is equal to the
present value of the returns on those investments.

Largest investor

The investors that invested the most money in a startup.

Lead investor

The investor or investment organization taking primary responsibility for organizing an
investment round in a startup. The deal lead typically negotiates the terms of the investments,
often invests the largest amount, and serves as the primary liaison between the startup and
the other investors.

Merger and Acquisition
(M&A)

A M&A transaction often refers to larger company buying a startup, thereby the startup’s
operating units are transferred or consolidated with other entities.

Matchmaking

The process of matching a startup with investors.

Median

The value separating the higher half from the lower half of a data sample. For example the
median of 1,2,7,40,100 is 7. However, the mean/average is 30.

Multiple

Return on investment (ROI) expressed in the number of times the initial investment was
regained.

Non-disclosure
agreement (NDA)

A legal agreement between parties that formally binds all signing parties not to disclose any
confidential information that they have shared with each other.

Pitch, pitching

A presentation by startup founders at an event with investors in the audience.

Portfolio

The collection of all of the companies invested in by an angel investor or venture capital fund
(VC).

Raising capital

Refers to obtaining capital from angel investors or venture capital sources.

Returns

The total proceeds an investor gets back from an investment, usually at exit. It can be
expressed as a multiple or the percentage of the total proceeds divided by the total
investment. Some calculate the returns annualized and call them internal rate of return (IRR).
Some also consider a value increase in the share price due to a new investment round at a
higher price a “return” even though no proceeds were actually paid out. Returns also come
from dividend payments or interest paid on loans.

Round size

The total amount of money a startup received during one funding round.

(Investment) Round

A set of one or more investments made in a particular company by one or more investors on
essentially similar terms at essentially the same time.

Scaling

Growing a business very large and very fast.

Seed stage

Earliest stage of a startup, often only an idea, a first business plan without the company yet
founded. Usually no sellable product yet and hence no revenues from customers.
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TERM

DEFINITION

(Pre-) Seed round

This is the initial round for a newly formed (startup) company. Angel investors are usually the
primary source of seed capital for new businesses.

Series A / B round

Traditionally the first professional outside money that is invested by a VC fund. Usually a singledigit millions of Swiss francs.

Smart money / smart
capital

Invested money which comes with time, network and experience of the investors.

Spin-off

A spin-off startup uses technological inventions and intellectual property rights that have been
developed within a university.

Startup

A company in the early stages of development, which seeks to create a new product or
service under significant uncertainty whether the product, team and business model will
succeed.

Startup ecosystem

An ecosystem of organizations that contribute to the success of startups. See also the Swiss
Tech Startup Ecosystem map on www.sictic.ch/map.

Syndication

The pooling of smaller investments invested by several investors. Often the expectation of
professional venture investors and startups is to deal with less investor parties.

SICTIC Angel Investor

A person with a valid SICTIC Investor Agreement that invests his/her own money (CHF 20k
minimum ticket). Sometimes also called Angel Investor or Business Angel.

SICTIC Investor

A SICTIC Angel Investor, a SICTIC Professional Investor or a SICTIC Preferred Co-Investor.

SICTIC Professional
Investor

A legal entity with a valid SICTIC Investor Agreement and that invests other people’s money,
e.g. family office, investment club, investor syndicate (CHF 20k minimum ticket).

SICTIC Preferred CoInvestor

A legal entity with a valid Preferred Co-Investor Agreement, usually seed and early-stage
Venture Capital funds and Corporate Ventures (CHF 100k minimum ticket).

Tech startup

Tech refers in this report mainly to information and communication technology but not to
MedTech or BioTech.

Ticket size

The minimum monetary investment per investor as part of a funding round.

Top 100 Startup Award

Each year, Venturelab runs the TOP 100 Swiss Startup Award in cooperation with
Handelszeitung and PME Magazine. From all Swiss startup companies not older than 5 years,
the 100 most innovative and promising Swiss startups are picked by a jury of 100 top startup
investors and experts.

Traction

Objective criteria for the success of a company such as the increasing number of clients,
growing revenues and profits.

Valuation (pre-money,
post-money)

The estimation of the economic worth of companies, assets or liabilities. There is a range of
different methods for determining such value, the development stage of a company or the
industry in which it operates usually dictate which method to use. Typically, angels and VCs
distinguish between pre-money valuation and post-money valuation.
Pre-Money Valuation: Company value immediately before funding. If post-money valuation
equals CHF 2.5M and the company raised CHF 500K, then the pre-money valuation will be
equal to CHF 2M.
Post-Money Valuation: Company value immediately after funding. If the pre-money valuation
equals CHF 2M and the company subsequently raises CHF 500K, the post-money valuation
will total CHF 2.5M.

Venture capital

Is also called risk capital. The term indicates an institutional source of financing for startup
companies by entities and individuals seeking higher returns for taking greater risks.
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SECTOR

EXPLANATION

AdvertisingTech

Technological solutions for advertising and marketing

AI/ML

Uses artificial intelligence deep neural networks or machine learning

Big Data/Analytics

Insights and analytics based on a large data set

Communication

Software that improves communication between humans

Cyber Security

Information security, Internet security, Cryptography

Digital Asset
Management

Storage, retrieval and collaboration on digital assets

Drones

Flying machines; hardware or software solutions

E-Commerce

Electronic commerce, online shops, logistics for online shops

EduTech

Technological solutions in education

EnergyTech

Technological solutions for the energy industry

FinTech

Technical solutions in the financial industry

HardwareTech

Hardware products, robots, cameras

HealthTech

Technological solutions for human health

Internet Platform

Online market places that don't only sell goods (those are classified as E-Commerce)

IoT

Internet of things solutions

LegalTech

Technical solutions for lawyers, legal counsels, law firms

PropTech

Technical solutions for properties and the real estate industry

Other ICT

Anything else in ICT

Recruiting/HR

Technical solutions for recruiting and handling human resources

TravelTech

Technical solutions for the travel industry; also includes online booking systems

VR/AR

Virtual Reality, augmented reality, mixed reality
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